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Introduction
RogerA. Pielke,Sr.

The prevailing paradigm has been that climate variability and change can be projected decades or even a
century or more into the future (e.g. IPCC 1996,2001).
However, for several reasons-e.g. imperfect representation of the full complexity of the Earth system,nonlinear spatial and temporal feedbacks, and imperfect
foresight of human behaviour, it may not be possible to
assessthe range of potential future climate change ac-

curately.
Therefore, a newer paradigm requires that our vulnerability to the entire spectrum of environmental threats
be assessed,including the ranking of their seriousness.
Once vulnerabilities have been so evaluated,whether or
not they can be quantitatively predicted for the future
can then be tested.This part of the BAHC synthesis discussesthis perspective to assessrisk associatedwith environmental variability and change. In particular, we
should start the analysis by first assessingvulnerability,
instead of projecting possible climate change scenarios,
and then assessingvulnerabilities based on that subset
of possible future climates.
This is a broader definition of vulnerability than that
used by the impacts community. As discussed later, this
approachinvolves first assessingall of the vulnerabilities
of an environmental (or other) resource to environmental variability and change.Once thesevulnerabilities are
determined, estimates (with probabilities, if they canbe
quantified) of what scenarios would causea vulnerability threshold to be exceededare specified. Also, unlike
the more narrowly defined conceptof vUlnerability, nonlinear feedbacksbetweenthe resourcebeing affectedand
the forcings are included.
We will discuss first the relationship between prediction and vulnerability in Chapt. E.2 and E.3.The scenario approach will be reviewed later in Chapt. E.4 and
its shortcomings illustrated. The reasons why a vulnerability approach as presented in Chapt. E.5 is more appropriate for environmental assessmentsis becauseit is
regional and local in scale; it involves the evaluation of
thresholds and the threat associated with extreme conditions; it can include a spectrum of threats, and can
consider the effect of abrupt changes. In contrast, the

existing paradigm for predicting the future starts from
the global scale and then attempts to downscale to the
regional and local scales;it focuses on averages,is longterm, and depends on skilful prediction of the future. It
is therefore much lessuseful to policy-makers (Sarewitz
et al. 2000). The in-depth discussion of why we need a
vulnerability approach that then follows will be illustrated using water as an example.
Wateris an essential component of life both in terms
of its quality and quantity; however, this resource is
threatened. For example,as reported in the Economist
(May 29, 1999,p. 102),while 90% of the world's population have enough water at present, it is estimated that
by 2050more than 40% of the population will facesome
water shortage (see also Sect.E.6.1).The lack of access
to safewater is evenmore serious.According to the same
article in the Economist,developingcountries often have
very limited accessto safe water supplies. Only about
30% of the residents in rural Brazil, for example, currently have accessto safe water.
There is increasing recognition that threats to future
water quality and quantity are influenced by a wide variety of environmental concerns.Theseconcernsinvolve
effects both from natural and human origin. Stahle et al.
(2000), for example, document a 16th century megadrought in western North America that dwarfs any
drought since then. Wilhite (2000) presents a series of
articles that demonstratesthe extensiveeffect of drought
on human society. Kunkel et al. (1999)describe the importance of vulnerability to weather and climate extremes,and how this vulnerability changes in response
to increases in human exposure, even when extreme
weather statistics remain unchanged. Non-weather related influences include land-use changeeffects on runoff and stream flow, and deliberate engineering of water flow whereas human activities change the distribution and availability of water through engineering works.
Examples of this kind of human activity include rerouting of rivers, creating artificial surfaces (reservoirs),
changing surface water content through irrigation of
drylands or drainage of wetlands, and through lifting
groundwater to the surface.
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It is appropriate to consider water quantity and water ratio), snow cover,clouds(e.g. in their effect on the surquality as two facets of water resources.Both facets are faceenergy budget),andprecipitation (e.g.which changes
intimately connected to the hydrological cycle,which it- the soil moisture) processes.This time scale is already
self is a component of the Earth's climate system.Since considered to be an initial value problem (Sivillo et al.
human activities and health are so connected to water 1997>since operational numerical weather prediction
resources,it is essential to determine how far into the models are routinely reinitialised twice daily. Seasonal
future we can predict the condition of the water resources and interannual weather prediction include the followof a region with a sufficient level of confidence. When ing feedbacks:biogeochemical(e.g.vegetationgrowth and
predictions are not possible,resilience must be built into senescence);anthropogenic and natural aerosols(e.g.
a water system so that human (and natural) needs are through their effect on the long- and short -waveradiative
not negatively affected. Even when skillful predictions fluxes and their effects on cloud microphysics and hence
are possible, they are seldom completely accurate.Thus the hydrological cycle);seaice;and oceanseasurfacetemuncertainty needs to be included when scientific analy- perature (e.g.changesin upwelling suchas those associsesand predictions are used for water resourceplanning ated with an El Nino) effects. For even longer time periand management,particularly for issuessuchas adapta- ods (of years to decadesand longer),the additional feed(e.g. changesin
tion or risk management.The prediction of weatherand backs include biogeographicalprocesses
climate are essential aspects of planning for water re- vegetationspeciescomposition and distribution), anthrosources in changing environmental conditions.
pogenic-causedland-use changes,and deepocean circuLorenz (1979)proposed the conceptof forced and free lation effectson the ocean surface temperature and savariations of weather and climate. He refers to forced linity.In the context of Lorenz's (1979)terminology, each
variations as those caused by external conditions, such of these feedbacksare free variations.
as changes in solar irradiance. Volcanic aerosols also
We begin to tackle this problem by using a hierarchy
cause forced variations. He refers to free variations as of models. We will consider two examples to illustrate
those which "are generally assumed to take place inde- this important point. First example is the O-dimensional
pendently of any changes in external conditions". Day- dynamical model (having no spatial dimensions, i.e.
to-day weather variation is presented as an example of o-th order in space) which fully and non-linearly coufree variations. He also suggeststhat "free climatic vari- ples radiation, biota, and the hydrological cycle, with
ations in which the underlying surface plays an essen- other components of the Earth climate system.This step
is necessaryto obtain a fundamental theoretical undertial role may therefore be physically possible".
However, if the ocean surface and/or land-surface standing of the first-order effects on planetary climate.
changes over the same time period as the atmosphere These first-order effects tend to be associatedwith both
changes, then the non-linear feedbacks (i.e. two-way positive and negative feedbacks. It seems particularly
fluxes) between the air, land and water, eliminate an in- important to include negative feedbacks,or the "homeoterpretation of the ocean-atmosphere and land-atmos- static" mechanismsin the language of Watsonand Lovephere interfacesasboundaries. Ratherthan "boundaries", lock (1983), in low-dimensional dynamical models.
these interfaces become interactive media (Pielke 1998a, Negative feedbackstend to be underrepresented in more
2001).The two-way fluxes that occur betweenthe atmos- complex infinite dimensional dynamical models,involvphere and ocean,and the atmosphere and the land- sur- ing one or more spatial dimensions, and therefore are
face (as detailed in Part A of this book), must therefore less well understood.
Insight from simple non-linear dynamical models
necessarilybe considered as part of the predictive system. On the time scale of what we typically call short- should serveas foundations for the developmentof more
term weather prediction (days), important feedbacks complexmodels (Shackelyetal. 1998;Ghil and Childress
include biophysical(e.g.vegetationcontrols on the Bowen~ 1987>.Negative feedbacks coming from coupling with~
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biota have been explored in models such as Daisyworld
(Meszarosand Palvolgyi 1990;Von Bloh etal. 1997,1999;
Nevison et al. 1999; Weber 2001), though full coupling
with other components of an Earth-like climate system
has yet to be explored. Still, even in simple models, new
non-linear effects are only now being discovered(Nordstrom etal. 2004),a point which servesto emphasizethe
importance of understanding the role of positive and
negative feedbacks on the climate system.
The secondexampleis the so-calledEMICs (Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity; Claussen2001).
Thesemodels explicitly simulate the interactions among
as many componentsof the natural Earth systemas possible. They include most of the processesdescribed in
comprehensivemodels of atmospheric and oceanic circulation -usually referred to as"climate models" -albeit in a more reduced,i.e. a more parameterised form.
Therefore,EMICs are considered to test scientific ideas
in a geographically explicit model environment, not to
make the most detailed and realistic prediction.
Regarding predictability we can distinguish between
prediction, or forecast of the first and the second kind
(Lorenz 1975).An example of a commonly known forecastof the first kind is short-term weather forecasts,i.e.
the weather forecast for several days into the future is
predicted given accuratelymonitored initial and boundary conditions. A prediction of the second kind occurs
when boundary conditions determine the state of the
system,and initial conditions are no longer important.
Currently, longer term weather predictions of the first
kind have been successful only in the case of forecasting seasonalweather such as a six month forecast of EI
Nino (Landseaand Knaff 2000) when the oceanographic
monitoring system had already indicated an eastward
moving Kelvin wave of tropical warm water.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) usesthe term "projection" to indicate that a climate forecast,of the secondkind is meant. However,the
climate system of the future has not been shown to be
independent, for example,of the initial (current) Earth's
land cover. Moreover, we conclude that the term "projection" is misleading, becauseit suggestssome more or
less complete prediction of the future. However, most
climate projections of the IPCCinclude only changesin
the composition of the atmosphere,whereas other natural and anthropogenic forcings, such as solar variability, vegetation dynamics and land use (see Part A), are
likely to affect future climate. We therefore propose to
use the term "sensitivity experiments", when referring
to the IPCC model results.
Predictability of climate can be limited owing to the
non-linearity of the Earth system. Following Lorenz's
(1968) terminology, non-linear systems, even without
any external unsteady forcing, canbe "transitive" or "intransitive", i.e. the statistics of the system can be sta-
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tionary (ergodic) or can change with time, respectively.
So far, all model simulaltions (e.g. Cubasch et al. 1994)
have shown that the global climate system seemsto respond almost linearly to greenhouse-gasforcing, if the
next several decades,perhaps up to a century, are considered. However,since these are sensitivity model results,we do not know if this linearity will remain when
the entire spectrum of natural- and human-forcings on
these time scalesare included. At the regional scale,the
climate clearly exhibits intransitive behaviour as shown
for the thermohaline circulation in the North Atlantic
(e.g. Ganopolski and RaJl1mstorf2001),Sahelian rainfall
(Wang and Eltahir 2000), and Northern African deserts
(e.g. Claussen etal. 199fl).Thus at the global scale,intransitive behaviour Ca11tnot
be excluded,because most
models have not yet inc:orporated all feedbacks of the
climate system.This argument further supports the use
of the term "sensitivity I~xperiment"instead of"projection", when referring to the IPCC results.
There are actually tv.rotypes of prediction with respectto water resources.The first type of prediction involves an equilibrium impact of environmental change,
01.We canwrite this ma1:hematicallyas

01=fJ(OA,OB,
OC,.

(E.!)

or in somecasesas an implicit function
SI= h(SA, SB,SC,..., S1)

(E.2)

where OA, on, etc., repl:esent a set of environmental
perturbations from a ref~~rence
stateof basic variables A,
B,etc. For example,01 colwdbe the effect on river flow at
a stream gauge (i.e. 1 is the river flow itself). oA could
then be the radiative effi~ctof increased CO2and other
anthropogenically-emit1:edgreenhouse gases with respectto the pre-industri~l1level.oB could be the biological effect of increased CIJ2;oC could be human-caused
land-use change;oD the direct radiative effect of anthropogenic aerosols;oE the indirect effect of these aerosols
on cloud microphysics (cloud condensation nuclei, ice
nuclei), etc. The choice of the perturbation depends on
what is the specific impal~tof concern.01 can either representa statevariable or the statistics of a state variable
such as a probability density function. 01 can be time
dependent(i.e. in noneqlillibrium as a result of a change
in.!;). When just one perturbation or a small number of
perturbations on a subs~~t
of perturbations is imposed,
the effect on 01 is said to be a sensitivity experiment.
When all significant (on 01)perturbations are included,
the effect on 01is said to be a realisation. If a spectrum of
perturbations are perforlmed,which represent all possible situations,the experiment is referred to as an ensemble.Anyone realisation selected from this ensemble is
called a scenario.The uncertainty in terms of 01 will be
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The accurateprediction of oJor dr/derequires thatft,h
and g be accurate representationsof reality. If, however,
there arelarge uncertainties in the specificationof the perturbations and/or in the form offt,h andg, the rangeof oJ
and dr/de that resultscould be quite large.The choiceof just
one value of oJor dr/de (or a limited subsetof each)from a
limited set of perturbations using It, h and g will be incomplete,evenif it is assumedthatft'h andg are accurate.
As an alternative, in the caseof equilibrium considerations,the vulnerability of the water resource (or other
environmental resource)can be determined by estimating what the maximum risks are. Equations E.l and E.2
can be rewritten as
10Ilmax=liI(OA, OR,OC,...)Imax

When considering a dynamic system, an analogous
analysisis possible by considering the interval G(A, B, C,
...,I) of possible values on the right hand side ofEq. E.3.
We then obtain a so-called differential inclusion (Aubin
and Cellina 1984),i.e.

dI
-E
dt

G(A,B,C,...,I)

(E.6)

which then allows a computation of the setof admissible
"futures" of the possible trajectories 1(t) which are realisable by the assumed setof independent variables A, B,
C, ...This allows an evaluation of the maximum impact,
Imax'at any arbitrary point in time.
Using these approaches,as long asii, h and g are realistic representationsof the climate system,policy-makers can concentrate their efforts at reducing the contributions of the perturbations that most contribute to 01
or dlldt. If these perturbations cannot be manipulated,
this information also needs to be communicated to

(E.4)

10Ilmax=Ih(OA, OR,OC,..., oJ)lmax
where 10Ilmaxis the largest effect that results from the
perturbations of the environmental conditions. In order
to determine the maxima, however,it is necessaryto know
the ranges of possible values of the independent variables OA,OR,etc. Yetone might also determine the maximum possible values of OJwhen we assume only small
changes in these variables. Mathematically this can be
achieved by calculating the gradient of OJwith respectto
the input variables,i.e.

policy-makers.
The accurate determination of ii, hand g may not
be possible. With respect to the future climate, general
circulation models (GCMs)have beenapplied (e.g. IPCC
1996),however, they have been used as sensitivity experiments since, in general, only one or two perturbations have been initiated i.e. the radiative effect of
an anthropogenic increase in CO2and other anthropo(E.S) genic greenhouse gases or the radiative effect of an
anthropogenic increase in aerosols. GCM and EMIC
land-cover change simulations have also been per-

VA,B, ...,OJ= VA,B, ...,ft(OA,OB, ...)
and analogously for /2 (Ludeke et al. 1999).
Fig.E.2.
Ecological vulnerability!
susceptibility links in environmental assessmentas
related to water resources
(from Pielkeand Guenni 1999)
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Predictability requires:
-the adequate quantttatlve understanding of these InterocfIons
-fhat the feedbacks are not substant1ally nonlinear.
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formed as sensitivity experiments (e.g. Brovkin et al.
1999;Claussenet al. 2001;Chaseet al. 1996;Pitman et al.
1999;Bounoua et al. 2000).
An alternative approach is to determine what values of ~I or dI/dt result in undesirable impacts. What
are the thresholds beyond which we should be concerned?This approachinvolves starting with the impacts
model (what is sometimes termed an "endpoint analysis" or "tolerable window approach") and, without using II, h or g, determine the magnitude of ~I or j that
must occur before an undesirable effect occurs. The
impact functions lI,h and g are then used to estimate
whether such thresholds could be reached under any
possible environmental variability or change.The estimates for what is realistic, with respectto climate,would
include the GCM results but would also utilise palaeorecords, historical data, worst case combinations from
the historical data, and "expert" estimates. Such an
approach would provide a risk assessmentfor policymakers that is not constrained by uncertain predictions.

ilnd Uncertainty
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Figure E.2, from Pielke and Guernu (1999),illustrates a
generic schematic as to how to assess~I and dI/dt for
water resources.
Pielke and Uliasz (1998)and F'ielke (1998a)discuss
this type of an approach to estimate uncertainty in air
quality assessments.Lynch etal. (:~OOI)apply this technique to assessthe sensitivity of ;aland-surface model
to selectedchanges(plus and minus) of atmosphericvariablessuchas air temperatureand precipitation. Hubbard
and Flores-Mendoza (1995)assessthe effect on corn,
soybean,wheatand sorghum production of positive and
negativechangesof precipitation alildtemperature in the
United States.16th et al. (1997>and Petschel-Held et al.
(1999a)have used this "inverse concept" in the form of
the dynamically tolerable windows approach within an
integrated assessment of climatE: change. Similarily,
Alcamo and Kreilemans (1996)apptlythe general idea of
the end-point analysis within theil' "safe landing analysis"of near term climate protection strategies.Figure E.3
illustrates an example where warmlerand cooler condi-
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Fig.E.3.Simulatedwaterbudgetresponsesto uniform changescenariosin the North Fork Americanriver basin of California. a, c,and d
illustratemean changesunder scenariosin which mean temperaturesarechanged,and b providesthe percentage
changesas function of
changesin both meantemperatureand mean precipitation(contoursfor uniform changescenarios-dashed whl~renegative;symbolsfor
GCMmodel sensitivityexperiments;from Tetonet al.1999)
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tions are assessedin an impacts model to estimate the
theory: individualistic, egalitarian and hierarchical.
sensitivity of water resources in this region to this asDifferent parameterisations of the model may then
pect of climate variability and change.
be determined. There is also a strong water compoIn recent years there has been a growing number of
nent within this modelling framework from which
studies and modelling attempts on global environmento compute the basic supply and demand issues of
tal change which take uncertainty into account. Within
water resources(Hoekstra 1996).
these studies one might want to distinguish between 3. There is a recent attempt to apply qualitative modelling techniques to the analysis of environmental
(1)classicalprobabilistic approaches,(2) new,quantitative
approaches based on theoretical frameworks such as
change.Originally :,uggestedby the German Advisory
Council on Global Change (WBGU 1994)and in cocultural theory and u) qualitative,yet formal approaches.
operation with the Council, and further developed by
Schellnhuber et al. (1997) and Petschel-Held et al.
1. More traditional approacheswithin integrated assess(1999b),the syndrome approachtries to identify maments of climate changeare taken,for example,in the
jor patterns of civilisation-nature interactions, which
PAGE95 model (Plambeck and Hope 1996)or in the
govern the dynamics of environmental change.Most
ICAM 2.0 and 2.5 models (Dowlatabadi and Morgan
interesting in the present context is the 1997Annual
1995)which use probability distribution functions to
Report of the Council (WBGU 1999) which focuses
representuncertainties in parameters and functional
on the sustainableuse of freshwaterresources.
relationships. The implication of learning as the major processin reducing uncertainties is central to the
Asdiscussedhere,a vulnerability assessmentprovides
studies by Kolstad and Kelly (1999).Arecent overview
on the issue of uncertainty in climate changeassess- a comprehensive framework within which to estimate
ments is given in Schellnhuber and Yohe (1998) or environmental risk. This is in contrast to starting with a
scenarioapproachwhich limits the spectrumof estimates
Dowlatabadi (1999).
2. An innovative approachis taken within the TARGETS to what can actually occur in the future. With the scemodelling framework (Rotmans and deVries 1997; nario approach,for example,environmental "surprises"
Hilderink et al.1999)where uncertainties are related (Canadell 2000) will b,emissed.Thesetwo divergent apto three different world views, based on cultural proachesare discussedfurther in the next chapter.

Contrast between Predictive and Vulnerability Approaches
RogerA. Pielke,Jr.

ThomasJ. Stohlgren

These considerations suggestthat the usefulness of
While efforts to predict natural phenomena have become an important aspectof the Earth sciences,the value scientific prediction for policy making and the resoof such efforts, as judged especially by their capacity to lution of societal problems dept~ndson relationships
improve decision making and achieve policy goals,has among several variables, such as the timescales under
beenquestioned by a number of constructive critics. The consideration, the scientific complexity of the phenomrelationship between prediction and policy making is ena being predicted, the political and economic context
not straightforward for many reasons.In practice, con- of the problem, and the availability of alternative sciensolidative and exploratory models are often confused tific and political approachesto the problem.
In light of the likelihood of complex interplay among
by both scientists and policy-makers alike, thus a central challenge facing the community is the appropriate these variables, decision makers and scientists would
use of such models and resulting predictions (Sarewitz benefit from criteria that would allow them to judge the
potential value of scientific prediction and predictive
and Pielke 1999).
Among the reasons for this criticism is that accurate modelling for different typesof political and social probprediction of phenomena may not be necessaryto re- lems related to Earth processesarid the environment.
Pielkeet al.(1999)provide the fcMowing six guidelines
spond effectivelyto political or socio-economicproblems
createdby suchphenomena (for example,seePielkeetal. for the effective use of prediction :in decision making.
1999).Indeed,phenomena or process~sof direct concern
to policy-makers may not be easilypredictable or useful. 1. Predictions must be generated primarily with the
Likewise,predictive researchmay reflect discipllne-spe"",- needs of the user in mind. For stakeholders to participate usefully in this process,they must work closely
cific scientific perspectivesthat do not provide "answers"
and persistently with the scientists to communicate
to policy problems since these maybe complexmixtures
their needsand problems.
of facts and values,and which are perceived differently
2.
Uncertainties
must be clearly articulated (and underby different policy-makers (for example,see Jamieson
stood)
by
the
scientists,
so that usersunderstand their
and Herrick 1995).
implications. Failure to understand uncertainties has
In addition, necessarypolitical action maybe deferred
contributed to poor decisions that then undermine
in anticipation of predictive information that is not forthrelations among scientists and decision makers. But
coming in a time frame compatible with such action.
merely understanding the uncertainties does not
Similarly, policy action may be delayed when scientific
mean that the predictions will be useful. If policyuncertainties associatedwith predictions becomepolitimakers truly understood the uncertainties associated
cally chargedas in the issueof global climate change,for
with predictions of, for example, global climate
example (Rayner and Malone 1997>.
change,they might decide that strategies for action
Predictive information may also be subjectto manipshould
not depend on predictions (Rayner and Maulation and misuse, either becausethe limitations and
lone 1997>.
uncertainties associatedwith predictive models are not
readily apparent or becausethe models are applied in a 3. Experience is an important fa(:tor in how decision
makers understand and use prt~dictions.
climate of political controversy and high economic
stakes. In addition, emphasis on predictive sciences 4. Although experience is important and cannot be replaced, the prediction process can be facilitated in
moves both financial and intellectual resources away
other ways,for example by fully considering alternafrom other types of research that might better help to
tive
approaches to prediction, such as "no-regrets"
guide decision making as, for example,incremental or
public policies, adaptation, and better planning and
adaptive approachesto environmental managementthat
engineering. Indeed, alternatives to prediction must
require monitoring and assessmentinstead of predicbe evaluated as a part of the prE~dictionprocess.
tion (seeLee and Black 1993).
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5. To ensure an open prediction process,stakeholders
must question predictions. For this questioning to be
effective, predictions should be as transparent as
possible to the user. In particular, assumptions,model
limitations, and weaknessesin input data should be
forthrightly discussed. Even so, lack of experience
means that many types of predictions will never be
well understood by decision makers.
6. Last,predictions themselvesare events that causeimpacts on society.The prediction processmust include
mechanisms for the various stakeholdersto fully consider and plan what to do after a prediction is made.
Scenariosof the future suchas projections of climate
change,forest production, animal migration, or disease
spread are -by definition -subsets of all possible outcomes (Cohen 1996). Most projections have much in
common with the typical five-day weather forecast on
the nightly news:
.they are based on data from the recent past;
.they incorporate relatively fewresponsevariables (e.g.
temperature and precipitation);
.they are more accurate for some response variables
than others (i.e. minimum temperature versus precipitation amounts);
.no level of certainty or probability is provided or implied;
.short-term
projections are typically more accurate
than long-term projections; and
.their use for planning is limited to a narrowly defined set of questions (e.g. should snow ploughs be
positioned near highways in anticipation of a snowstorm; Sarewitz et al. 2000).
Seasonal forecasts, such as those predicting greater
or less precipitation over the next few months, are based
on larger-scale phenomena such as oceantemperatures
and jet stream patterns, but have additional limitations
and uncertainties about the spatial and temporal accuracy of the projections (Glantz 2001).
There is more uncertainty behind long-term climate
change scenarios with 30- to 100-yeartimeframes compared to seasonalforecasts.Long-term climate scenarios
have considerably more limitations and higher levels of
uncertainty due to coarse-scalespatial resolution, natural spatial and temporal variation, insufficient understanding of multiple climate forcings, longer-term biological physical feedbacksin the models,and lack of stochastic extreme events. Globally averagedresults would
be expected to be more reliable than local and regional
results. Reliance on scenarios is reliance on predictions
with all their limitations and uncertainties (Sarewitz
et al. 2000).
The value of predictions for environmental decisionmaking therefore emerges from the complex dynamics

Approaches

of the prediction process,and not simply from the technical efforts that generatethe prediction product (which
are themselves an integral part of the prediction proc-

ess).
An alternative to the scenario-prediction approach
is to evaluatevulnerability based on a more comprehensive assessmentof multiple stresses,multiple response
variables, and their interactions. For example, natural
ecosystemsare often affected by multiple stresses including land-use change, loss of biodiversity, altered
disturbance regimes, invasive non-indigenous species,
pollution, and rapid climate change (Stohlgren 1999b).
Land managers are concerned about many natural and
cultural resources, local economies, and stakeholder
concerns for specific resources.The interactions of the
multiple stressesand responsevariables are important
and urgent considerations. A warming climate, for example, might alter the competitive advantageof exotic
annual grassesonly if nitrogen from air pollution were
available,grazing were limited, and forest canopies remained fairly open. The effects of decreasedprecipitation on aquatic biota might be more of a problem where
water was over-subscribed,low flows were adverselyaffected by water diversion, and exotic fish inhabited the
streams. Human-dominated and natural ecosystems,
and their interacting components and processes,can
rarely be assessedby evaluating stressesindependently.
It is often possible, however,to identify vulnerabilities
or sensitivities in caseswhere prediction is impractical
or impossible.
Vulnerability assessments,of course,also have limitations. Detailed information on stresses,resources,and
interactions is often scant,resulting in increased uncertainty. In general,the level of uncertainty is constrained
by focusing on short-term planning horizons and high
priority issues at local and regional scales.However, a
vulnerability assessmentis easily made consistent with
the needs of decision makers. It is not a new concept,
and is variously referred to in the literature as"adaptive
management", "vulnerability assessment","boundedly
rational decision making", and "successiveincremental
approximations" .
An important first step in considering the implications for researchand policy is to recognise the role of
models and predictions for purposes of both scienceand
action. Bankes (1993)defines two types of models, consolidative and exploratory, differentiated by their uses.
.A

consolidative model seeks to include all relevant
facts into a single package and use the resulting system as a surrogate for the actual system.

The canonical example is that of the controlled laboratory experiment (Sarewitzand Pielke 1999).Other examples,include weather forecastand engineering design
models. Such models are particularly relevant to deci-

E.3.1 .Societal Needs
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sion making becausethe systembeing modelled can be
treated as being closed,i.e. one "in which all the components of the system are established independently and
are known to be correct" (Oreskesetal.1994). The creation of such a model generally follows two phases:first,
model construction and evaluation and second,operational usageof a final product. Suchmodels canbe used
to investigate diagnostics (i.e. "what happened?"),process("why did it happen?"),or prediction ("what will hap-

emphasis on near-future responsesassociated with extreme events,information on a filII range of climate characteristics,and interactions frorn multiple environmental stressesthat they deal with on a daily basis.
This suggestsa rebalancing of priorities towards adaptation and vulnerability/sensitivity assessments;away
from consolidative modelling aIJdtoward more exploratory efforts. Suchresearchhas the potential to contribute to a range of important societal needs.
When the prediction processis fostered by effective,
pen?").
participatory institutions, and v~hena healthy decision
.An exploratory model- or what Bankes (1993)calls a environment emergesfrom these institutions, the prod"prosthesis for the intellect" -is one in which all com- ucts of predictive science may e'renbecome less imporponents of the systembeing modelled are not estab- tant. Earthquake prediction was once a policy priority;
lished independently or are not known to be correct. now it is considered technically infeasible, at leastin the
nearfuture. However,in California the close,institutionIn such a case,the model allows for computational alised communication among sciientists,engineers,state
experiments to investigate the consequencesfor mod- and local officials, and the private sector has led to conelled outcomesof various assumptions,hypotheses,and siderable advancesin earthquake preparedness and a
uncertainties associatedwith the creation of and inputs much decreaseddependenceon prediction. On the other
to the model. Theseexperimentscan contribute to at least hand, in the absenceof an integrated and open decision
three important functions (Bankes1993).First, they can environment, the scientific merit of predictions can be
shed light on the existenceof unexpectedproperties as- rendered politically irrelevant, ashas been seenwith nusociated with the interaction of basic assumptions and clear waste disposal and acid r.lin. In short, if no adprocesses(e.g. complexity or surprises). Second,in cases equate decision environment exists for dealing with an
where explanatory knowledge is lacking, exploratory event or situation, a scientificall~'{successfulprediction
models can facilitate hypothesis generation. Third, the may be no more useful than an unsuccessfulone.
model can be used to identify limiting, worst-case, or
special scenarios under various assumptionsof and un- .These recommendations fly ill the face of much current practice where,typically, policy-makers recogcertainty associatedwith the model experiment.The limnise a problem, scientists then go away and do reiting "worst cases"generated in sucha model are explosearchto predict natural beh.lviour associated with
rations of the boundaries of the universe of model outthe problem, and predictions are finally delivered to
puts, and mayor may not have significance for underdecision makers with the expectation that they will
standingsof the real world. Frequentlyconsolidative and
be both useful and well used. This sequence,which
exploratory models are confused in this regard. Suchexisolatesprediction researchbut makespolicy dependperiments can be motivated by observational data ~.
ent on it, rarely functions well in practice.
econometricand hydrological models),scientific hypotheses(e.g. general circulation models), or by a desire to
understand the properties of the model or class of models independent of real-world data or hypotheses.
E.3.1 Societal Needs
Recently,Lins and Slack (1999)published a paper showing that in the United States in the 20th century, there
have beenno significant trends U]por down in the highmultidisciplinary).
est levels of streamflow. This follows a series of papers
Assessingmultiple stressesrequires a broad spectrum showing that over the sameperiod "extreme" precipitaof expertise without losing sight of the complex inter- tion in the United Stateshas in(:reased (e.g. Karl and
actions among the sciences.Scientists must also learn Knight 1998a;Karl et al. 1995).
The differences in the two sets of findings have led
to work interactively with stakeholdersso that the highsome
to suggestthe existenceof an apparent paradox:
est priority needs are met first. To date,climate change
How
can
it be that on a national s(:aleextreme rainfall is
research has been heavily focused at the global-scale
and longer timeframes, as evidenced by the reliance on increasing while peak streamflow'is not? Resolving the
GCMs,projected changesin mean temperature and pre- paradox is important for policy debatebecausethe impacts of an enhanced hydrologicill cycle are an area of
cipitation, and too-year or double-CO2 model timeframes.There is often a huge"disconnect" with local and speculation under the Intergovernmental Panel on Cliregional stakeholders who have demanded a greater mate Change (IPCC 1996).
.A

shift in the culture of researchis also needed. Research must be truly interdisciplinary (rather than
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There does exist some question as to whether comKarl et al. (1995)document that the increase in preparing the two sets of findings is appropriate. Karl and cipitation occurs mostly in spring, summer,and autumn,
Knight (1998b)note that "As yet, there does not appear but not in winter. H. Lins (1999,pers. comn.) notes that
to be a good phys-ical explanation as to how peak flows peak streamflow is closely connected to winter precipicould showno change (other than a sampling bias), given tation and that "precipitation increases in summer and
that there has been an across-the-board increase in ex- autumn provide runoff to rivers and streams at the very
treme precipitation for 1- to 7-day extreme and heavy time of year when they are most able to carry the water
precipitation events, mean streamflows, and total and within their banks. Thus, we see increases in the lower
annual precipitation. "
half of the streamflow distribution. "
Karl's reference to a sampling bias arises because of
the differences in the areal coverageof the Lins and Slack
study and those led by Karl. Lins and Slack (1999)focus
on streamflow in basins that are"climate sensitive" (Slack
and Landwehr 1992).Karl suggeststhat these basins are
not uniformly distributed over the United States,leading to questions of the validity of the Lins and Slackfindings on a national scale(T. Karl 1999,pers.comn.). While
further researchis clearly neededto understand the connections between precipitation and streamflow, a study
by Pielkeand Downton (2000) on the relationship of precipitation and flood damagessuggeststhat the relationship between precipitation and flood damagesprovides
information that is useful in developing relevanthypothesesand placing the precipitation-streamflow debateinto
a broader policy context (cf. Changnon 1998).
Pielke and Downton (2000) offer an analysis that
helps to addressthe apparent paradox. They relate trends
in various measuresof precipitation with trends in flood
damage in the United States.The study finds that the
increase in precipitation (however measured) is insufficient to explain increasing flood damages or variability in flood damages.The study strongly suggests that
societal factors -growth in population and wealth -are
partly responsible for the observed trend in flood damages.The analysis shows that a relatively small fraction
of the increase in damages can be associated with the
small increasing trends in precipitation. Indeed, after
adjusting damages for the change in national wealth,
there is no significant trend in damages.This would tend
to support the assertion by Lins and Slack (1999) that
increasing precipitation is not inconsistent with an absenceof upward trends in extreme streamflow. In other
words, there is no paradox. As they write, "We suspect
that our streamflow findings are consistent with the precipitation findings of Karl and his collaborators (1995,
1998).The reported increases in precipitation are modest, although concentrated in the higher quantiles.
Moreover,the trends described for the extreme precipitation category (> 50.4 mm d-l) are not necessarilysufficient to generate an increase in flooding. It would be
useful to know if there are trends in 24-hour precipitation in the> 100 mm and larger categories. The term
"extreme", in the context of these thresholds, may have
more meaning with respect to changes in flood hydrology."

Furthermore,McCabe and Wolock (1997)suggestthat
detection of trends in runoff, a determining factor in
streamflow,are more difficult to observe than trends in
precipitation: "the probability of detecting trends in
measuredrunoff (i.e. streamflow) may be very low, even
if there are real underlying trends in the data such as
trends causedby climate change." McCabe and Wolock
focus on detection of trends in meanrunoff! streamflow,
so there is some question as to its applicability to peak
flows. If the fmdings do hold at the higher levels of runoff-streamflow, then this would provide another reason
why the work of Lins and Slackis not inconsistent with
that of Karl et al., as it would be physically possible that
the two sets of analysesare complementary.
In any case,an analysis of the damage record shows
that at a national level any trends in extreme hydrological floods are not large in comparison to the growth in
societal vulnerability. Even so, there is a documented
relationship between precipitation and flood damages,
independent of growth in national population: as precipitation increases,so does flood damage.
From these results it is possible to argue that interpretations in the policy debateof the various recentstudies of precipitation and streamflow have been misleading. On the one hand, increasing "extreme" precipitation has not been the most important factor in documented increases in flood damage. On the other hand,
evidenceof a lack of trends in peak flows does not mean
that policy-makers need not worry about increasingprecipitation or future floods. Advocatespushing either line
of argument in the policy arena risk misusing what the
scientific record actually shows.What has thus far been
largely missed in the debate is that the solutions to the
flood problems in the USA lie not only in a better understanding of the hydrological and atmospheric aspects of flooding, but also in a better understanding of
the societal aspects of flood damage (see Pielke and
Downton 2000, for further discussion).

E.3.2

Quantifying

Uncertainty

Using a

Bayesian Approach

As new information on vulnerability and changesin
the probability distribution of extremevaluesbecome
better known, risk estimatesshould be updated.We

E.3.2 .Quantifying

discuss below a procedure for handling this problem
by using a Bayesianapproach to incorporate uncertain-

ty.
Going beyond the consideration of a damaging event
in the definition of hazard. let us consider. for example.
the quantity of interest (from Chapt. E.2) to be 51.which
is defined as the amount of environmental change in
the context of water resources(e.g. amount of water recharge to an aquifer; toxic metal content or silting degree of a reservoir). We are interested in the thresholds
of 51 beyond which there are undesirable impacts. usually understood as undesirable effects on the human
well-being. In probabilistic terms the values of interest
are in the tail of the corresponding probability distribution. Since51 is the result of different perturbations
5A. 5B.5i and these perturbations have an inherent uncertainty associated with each. final uncertainty of 51
will be the result of a combination of uncertainties as
defined by functions II and h given above.as well as the
inherent uncertainty associatedwith the validity of these
functions. All these considerations imply that 51 is a
highly-dimensional quantity dependent on several parameters which might also be unknown. In probabilistic terms 51 is a random variable in a highly dimensional
space.
Despitethesecomplexities.a vulnerability assessment
of a water resourcewould be incomplete if a measure of
uncertainty is not given to the event of 51 being below
or above a threshold value considered as a potentially
hazardous situation. The reason for this is that policymakers arealwaysinterested in expectedlossesand these
need to be quantified in a proper way.
Bayesianstatistical methods are becoming increasingly important in evaluating uncertainty related with
environmental change (Adams et al. 1984;Pate-Cornell
1996;Tol and de Vos 1998;Wikle et al. 1998).Given a statistical model for a variable or a setof variables depending on a given setof parameters.the Bayesianparadigm
involves three main steps:

"'-

I. Consider a prior distribution for the model parametersbased on prior (as for example subjective information by experts) knowledge and before using the
data. When prior information is not available noninformative (diffuse) priors could be used.
2. Obtain an expressionof the joint probability distributions of the observationsconditioned on the model
parameters (this is known as the likelihood function
in classical statistics) which implies a proposed statistical model for the variable of interest.
3. Obtain the posterior probability distribution of the
model parameters by combining prior information
with the likelihood function using the Bayesrule.

Uncertainty

Using a Bayesian Approach
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This last step can be quite complex since it might involve the definition of a high dimensional joint probability distribution. However, modern computational
techniques suchas Markov chain Monte Carlo methods
(Casellaand George 1992)have made possible accurate
representations of the joint posterior distributions of
the parameters of complex statistical models.
The advantagesof a Bayesianapproach rely on the
possibility of updating the jOirlt posterior distribution
of the modelparameterswhen newinformation becomes
available (something that is neededin transient risk estimation as proposed above). A hierarchical modelling
approachcan also be naturally implemented with-in the
Bayesianframework by using the powerful tool of conditioning on the components Ol~parameters of a previous step of the system.This is speciallyuseful when uncertainties related to the spatial scale of scenarios need
to be resolved.Byadding a downs~alinglayerto the analysis,under somecircumstances(e"g.numerical short-term
weatherprediction), it is sometirl1espossibleto deal with
the uncertainty of going from a 1~ridbox to a point value
to better representsub-grid scalevariability.
In order to estimate realistic thresholds of Sf associated with environmental perturbations, coherence of
surface variability at the relativt~lyfine spaceand time
scales is of particular relevanct:.Since this estimation
should be done in probabilistic l:erms,calibration of atmospheric variability by simply parameterised spatiotemporal stochastic models has proven to be a very useful tool for rainfall and tempel~ature,as discussed in
Sect.C.4.1.Extensionof thesemt!thods within the Bayesian paradigm (Sans6 and Guenni 1999)provide tools
for including the uncertainties dliscussedabove.
A good example of how to incorporate different
sources of uncertainty by using a Bayesianframework
is presented by Krzysztotowicz (1999). He proposes a
Bayesianforecasting system (BFS)by which the total uncertainty about a hydrological pr,~dictant(as river stage,
discharge or runoff volume) is decomposedinto input
uncertainty (e.g. time series of precipitation amounts
neededas an input to a hydrological model) and hydrological uncertainty, which considers all sources of uncertainty beyond random inputs (e.g.model, parameters,
estimation and measurementerl~ors).
Van Noortijk etal. (1997>also usea Bayesianapproach
to quantify different sourcesof uncertainty in the processof taking optimal decisions to reduce flood damage
along the Meuseriver in the Netherlands(near the DutchBelgianborder). Their approachattemptsto quantify the
expectedeconomic lossesdue to flood damage at different discharge thresholds. This rnethodology fits very
nicely with the vulnerability perspectiveproposed in this
part of the book.

The Scenario Approach
LelysBravode Guenni

The scenario approach uses a range of plausible future
environmental conditions to assesstheir effects on water quality, river flows and other hydrological components. Examples of effects on water resource availability
include the life span of a reservoir, a water supply system, and water management-related decisions. Most of
these effects are usually assessedby using impact models which allow for the translation of changesin the components of the hydrological cycle (e.g. changes in river
flow) into changes in the water resource system (e.g.
hydropower generation). Changes in the environment
(including climate and land-use changes)will affect the
hydrological cycle and the vegetation patterns, which in
turn will affect the environment including the climate
system(Kite 1993).An integrated approachto assessthe
impact of environmental and land-use changeson water
resources in different biomes requires a wide range of
scenarios,hydrological models and impact models involving socio-economic aspects such as population
growth and changed water managementobjectives.
Most of the scenario approaches up to the present
that are used to assessimpacts on water resources are
numerical and stochastic modelling-based sensitivity
experiments with a focus on atmospheric (weather)
changes and variability. Moreover, these modelling experiments should more accurately be described as sensitivity studies,asdiscussedin Chapt. E.2,since the spectrum of human disturbances to the climate system is
not included. Suchexperiments have been used for impact studies on water resourcesand agriculture and have
been developed to investigate the impact of climate
change where the radiative effect of anthropogenicallyincreased greenhouse gases is the dominant environmental perturbation of the climate system.Existing proceduresto construct scenarios are more general and include arbitrary scenarios,historical analogues,palaeoclimatic records, as well as General Circulation Model
(GCM) perturbation experiments,and Regional Climate
Models (RCM) (Rosenzweig and Hillel 1998).
Arbitrary scenariosassumeprescribed changesin climatic variables as for example temperature and/or precipitation. These changes might be applied to the mean
(e.g. Rosenzweiget al.1996),variance (e.g. Mearns et al.~

1997)or other statistical characteristicsand are normally
used to identify sensitivities of the system to the prescribed changes.However,changes in one variable may
be accompanied by changes in other variable(s) and
some care must be taken to provide meteorologically
plausible conditions.
Weather scenarios from historical records are used
to construct possible realisations considering, for example, worst casesituations (cool or warm periods, dry or
wet periods). They can provide some insight on anomalous conditions and their usefulness is conditioned by
the length of records available.Palaeoclimatic scenarios
use records of pollen, ice cores,lake-levels and others.
Theserecordsare useful to understand pastatmospheric
dynamics.
Weatherchange sensitivity from GCMs are produced
under different forcing mechanisms (e.g. double-CO2
scenarios).Theseexperiments are appropriately referred
to as sensitivity experiments,since only a subsetof anthropogenic perturbations to the climate system have
beenevaluatedusing thesemodels. Equilibrium or transientprojections can be designeddepending on whether
the forcing conditions are instantaneous or are changing with time. In the last caseGCMsare used to simulate
the responseof the climate systemto a continuous increase in greenhousegases,rather than to an instantaneous change.Although GCMs provide valuable insight
into the dynamics of the atmosphereand the oceans,it is
well known that they are not able to representevencurrent climate at local scales (Cubasch etal. 1996; Risbey
and Stone 1996)and their spatial resolution is still very
coarsefor impact studies.Sub-grid scaletopography,land
coverand water bodies, for example,have major impacts
on local maximum and minimum temperatures,precipitation, incident radiation and humidity. The variability
in these factors needsto be well representedwhen used
asinputs to water resource impact models.
Downscaling approaches have played a role as the
main procedures to provide high spatial resolution data
from the very coarse information from the GCMs (von
Storch1994).Different approachesare available:stochastic (Bardossy and Plate 1992; von Storch et al. 1993;
Conway and Jones 1998;Bellone et al. 2000); dynamic
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ditions for a regional numerical weather prediction
model. This is not true with the GCMs where observed
data do not exist to influence the predictions. A regional
model cannot reinsert model skill when it is so dependent on lateral boundary conditions, no matter how good
the regional model is.
If this conclusion is disagreed with, the first step to
demonstrate that the regional climate model has predictive skill is to integrate an atmospheric GCM with
observed sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) for several
seasonsinto the future. The GCM output would then be
downscaled using the regional climate model. There is
expected to be some regional skill and this needs to be
quantified. This level of skill, however,will necessarily
representthe maximum skill theoretically possible with
AOGCMs (Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation
Model) as applied to forecasts years and decadesinto
the future since SSTsmust also be predicted and not
specified for these periods. Suchexperiments have not
been systematicallycompleted. Indeed,doesthe concept
of predictive skill even make sense when we cannot
verify the models until decadesinto the future?
The statistical downscaling,besidesrequiring that the
GCMs are accurate predictions of the future, also requires that statistical equations used for downscaling
remain invariant under changed regional atmospheric
and land-surface conditions. There is no way to test this
hypothesis. In fact, it is unlikely to be valid since the
regional climate is not passivewith rt1Pect to the largerscale climate condition but is expect~ to change over
time and feedbackto the larger scales.
A critical issue in these methodologies, therefore, is
how to handle the uncertainty associated with the climate system due to its complex non-linearity (Shukla
1998)and lack of predictability years and decadesinto
the future. Becauseof the incomplete knowledge of the
climate systemand the "unknowable" knowledge inherent in the future of the human society, scenarios are
meant to provide a range of possible climatic conditions
(Hulme and Carter 1999).Extremes and "surprises" are
an important part of this uncertainty since they can
cause substantial damages to society. Stochastic approaches have a lot to offer on the grounds of uncertainty evaluation since global climate models are not
actually formulated to perform an uncertainty analysis
and in most casesthis is carried out as an afterthought
(Katz 1999).
Indeed,based on the different methodologies for scenario construction (including climate) that have been
made,a quantitative assessmentof what are the temporal and spatial limits of predictive skill is required. It is
also concluded that none of the existing procedures to
construct scenarios are able to represent the spectrum
of plausible future environmental conditions on the local, regional (and even the global) spatial scales.

I

The Vulnerability Approach
LelysBravode Guenni .Roland E. Schulze. RogerA. Pielke,Sr. Michael F. Hutchinson

E.5.1 Risk,Hazard and Vulnerability: Concepts
Risk, in layman's terms, is the "chance of disaster" (Fairman et aI. 1998).More formally
Risk is a quantitative measure of a defined hazard,
which combines the probability or frequency of occurrence of the damaging event (i.e. the hazard) and
the magnitude of the consequences (i.e. expected
losses)of the occurrence.
Embedded within this defmition is the term hazard,
and implied in the phrase "consequencesof the occurrence"is the conceptof vulnerability to the hazard.These
two terms are therefore described next, before re-visiting broader issuesof risk.
A hazard is commonly described as the "potential to
do harm". Defined more rigorously (Zhou 1995;Smith
1996;Fairman et al.1998; Downing et al.1999)
A hazard is a naturally occurring, or human induced,
physical processor event or situation, that in particular circumstanceshas the potential to create damage
or loss.It has a magnitude, an intensity, a duration,
hasa probability of occurrenceand takesplace within
a specified location.
The above definition serves to highlight the concept
that a physical process only becomes a hazard when it
threatens to create some sort of loss (such as loss of life
or damage to property) within the human environment
(Smith 1996). This is therefore essentially an anthropocentric view of the concept of hazard and does not
take into accountthe effect that an extreme natural event
can have op an uninhabited area (Suter 1993).The assessmentof losses and the determination of the detrimental effects on future overall sustainability in uninhabited areas are extremely difficult to undertake and
they generally fall under the concept of ecological risk
assessment(Suter 1993).Here, the magnitude of a hazard is thus determined by the extent to which the physi-

cal event can disrupt the human environment, i.e. a hazard is the combination of both the activephysical exposure to a natural process and the passive vulnerability
of the human system with which it is interacting (Plate
1996).
The physical exposure is essentially the damagecausing potential of the natural process and is a function of both its intensity and duration. The natural process becomes a hazard when it produces an event that
exceeds
.thresholds, i.e. the critical limits (bounds) that the environment can normally tolerate before a negative
impact is produced on a systemor activity (Downing
et al. 1999). In the caseof rainfall, too much produces
a flood hazard and too little a drought hazard. In
Fig. E.4the shaded area representsthe tolerance limits of the variation about the average,within which a
resource such as water can be used beneficially for
social and economic activities within the human environment (Plate 1996).The magnitude by which an
eventexceedsa given threshold determines the damage-causingpotential of such an event.
.Intensity refers to the severity,or damage-causingpotential, of a natural process,e.g. rainfall at 20 mm h-l
is generally less damaging than 100mm h-l over the
sametime period. The hazard intensity is determined
by the peak deviation beyond the threshold (vertical
scalein Fig. E.4).
.Duration, the other variable determining the damagecausing potential of an event,implies exposure to an
event,and the longerthe exposurethe greaterthe damage-causingpotential (Zhou 1995;Plate 1996; Smith
1996).Hazard duration is determined by the length of
time the threshold is exceeded (horizontal scale is
Fig. E.4).
Responseto a hazard,asdiscussedin more detail later,
is either by

.adaptation, i.e.the long-termarrangement
of human
activityto takeaccountof naturalevents(e.g.becom-
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Fig. E.4.
The magnitude of environmental hazard expressedas a
function of the variability of
a physical elementwithin
the limits of tolerance (after
Smith 1996)

Average

c~~
ing more dependenton groundwaterthan on more erratic surface water resourcesin more arid zones),or
.mitigation, i.e. the intentional responseto cope with
a hazard (e.g. only constructing buildings beyond a
demarcated 1: 50 year flood line).

Vulnerabilityimplies the needfor protection.From
an anthropogenicviewpoint
Vulnerability is the characteristicof a person or group
or componentof a natural systemin terms of its capacity to resistand!or recoverfrom and/or anticipate and!
or cope with the impacts of an adverseevent (Blaikie
et al.1994; Downing et al.1999).
Vogel (1998)describes vulnerability in terms of the
resilience and susceptibility of a system, including its
physical, social and human dimensions, while Plate
(1996)adds the reliability of the systemto its attributes.

Bandoftolerance
the flood discharge).Systemsmay,according to Smith
(1996),also be subjected to
.deprivation events(e.g.drought, soil erosion or leaching of fertilisers out of the soil), in which case the
thresholds of vulnerability are determined by the retention and replacementcapacitiesof the system(e.g.
the buffer of deeper soil depth to storing moisture
for a plant during a drought, or the rate of weathering to replace soil lost by erosion).

Vulnerabilitythereforeinvanablyembracesan
.external dimension (Vogel 1998),i,e. the threat of an
event,that may increasingly predisposepeople to risk
(e.g. climate change and its impacts on water resources),as well as an
.internal dimension,i.e. the internal capacity to withstand or respond to an event,suchas the defenselessnessto cope with a hazard (e.g.poor people living on
a floodplain) or the lack of means to cope with the
aftermath of damaging loss.

.Resilience (Vogel 1998)is the capacityof a system(e.g.
a dam) to absorb and recover from a hazardous event
(e.g.a drought). Resiliencetherefore implies that there
People may thus face the same potential risk, but are
are thresholds of vulnerability.
not equally vulnerable because they may face different
.Reliability, on the other hand, is the probability that consequencesto the same hazard.
the system,or a component of a system,will perform
Although intuitively simple,the vulnerability concept
its intended function for a specified period of time requires quantitative tools which are only now being de(e.g. what is the probability that the dam will be able veloped.The issueof vulnerability is discussedin UNEP
to supply water to a city over the next 50 years?).
(2000), for example. One new aspectto the vulnerability perspective is that the affected resource can itself
In terms of vulnerability, systemsmay be subjectedto feedback to influence its environment. An attempt to
quantify vulnerability in terms of the proportion of peo.assault events(e.g. heavy rainfall; flood peak; pollu- ple affected under extreme rainfall conditions in South
tion levels above a certain concentration), in which America has been presented by Guenni et al. (2001).
casethe vulnerability threshold is determined by the They assumedthat the proportion of people affected (or
system absorption and redirection capacities (e.g. a vulnerable) to extreme rainfall conditions is a random
heavy rainfall saturating a soil and the soil then drain- variable that can be calibrated by using available inforing the excesswater rapidly enough, or a dam filling
mation on the conseqences of extreme events on the
to capacity and the spillway coping adequately with population in different South American countries.
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Fig.E.S.

A schematicillustration in
which risk changesdue to variations in the physical system
and the socio-economicsystem. In all the casesrisk increasesover time (with modifications after Smith 1996)

A

B

c

D

RiskRevisited
If risk is the probability of a specific hazard occurring
and the loss caused by that hazard in regard to the level
of vulnerability
of the affected people or places, then
several possibilities exist that give rise to increased risk.
These are illustrated in Fig. E.5 (Smith 1996):

.Case A representsa scenario where the tolerance and
the variability remain constant, but there is a gradual
change over time in the mean value. In this particular case the frequency of extreme events at one end
of the scale increases,as would be the caseof a mean
decrease in rainfall, or a decrease in runoff associated with upstream afforestation.
.Case B shows a scenario in which both the mean and
the band of tolerance remain constant, but the variability increases.In this particular casethe frequency
of potentially damage producing events increases at
both ends of the scale.
.In CaseC the physical variable, e.g. runoff, does not
change,but the band of tolerance narrows,i.e. the vulnerability of the human systemincreases(e.g.because
of increased water demands on a river from people
living directly in the floodplain). In this particular
situation the frequency of damage-causingeventsincreasesat both ends of the scale (e.g. too little water
during dry periods; vulnerability to flood damage
during high flows).
.In CaseD, there is an abrupt change in the mean, but
the variability remains the same. Sucha rapid transition provides little time to adopt to a change (such
as might be possible with CaseA).

In viewing risk as having a human component, in
addition to its probabilistic one,three tiers of risk have
been identified by Zhou (1995):
.a

lower band of risk, which is acceptable to the affected people and where, for example,the benefits of
doing nothing or little outweigh the disadvantages
of carrying an unacceptable cost burden,
.a middle bandof risk,where decisionshaveto be made
which trade off the costs of reducing the risk versus
the benefits of the risk reduction, and
.an upper band of risk, where doing nothing is completely unacceptable,irrespective of cost.

Each of these three tiers of risk is related to the balancing of benefits v. costs.This is usually done through
risk management,which on the one hand has to be regulated by professionalstandards and legal measureswhile
on the other hand it contains a large element of subjectivity.
The vulnerability approachdescribed aboveprovides
a methodology by which the public in general and the
policy-makers in particular will gain a better insight into
which thresholds and limits in environmental changes
might potentially cause stress or damage. They would
havea better estimate of the uncertainty associatedwith
the occurrence of these thresholds and they could better quantify the expectedlosses for specific hazards.
A cost-benefitanalysis must necessarilybe a next step
for policy-makers to take the required actions in high
vulnerability situations. In the following sections, specific examplesof environmental variability and changes
and multiple stressesto ecosystemswith their expected
impacts are presented.

I
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All theseLUC-LCCaspects,interactions and feedbacks
are important and need to be considered and addressed
in creating scenarios of Earth systemdynamics.
E.5.2 Anthropogenic
Land-use
LUC-LCC aspects, however, are difficult to define
and Land-cover Changes
regionally and globally. LUC-LCCis strongly dependent
The Importance of Land-use and Land-cover Change
on local environmental conditions and diverse societal,
economic and cultural characteristics and evolves from
Issuesrelated to water,water quality and availability, and diversehuman activities (e.g.food and fibre production,
mining, recreation and nature conservation) that are
water management are important on the international
political agenda. But these topics do not operate in a heterogeneousin their spatial (e.g.stand and landscape),
vacuum. There are strong interactions between hydro- temporal (e.g.diurnal, seasonal,annual and interannual)
logical, atmospheric and biospheric processeson the one and societal dimensions (e.g. household, village, region
hand, and land use and water management on the other and country). LUC-LCCdynamics are therefore fundahand. Land and water are thus both systemic compo- mentally complex and amalgamate biogeochemical,hynents of the Earth system, but simultaneously are drological, atmospheric and ecological processes with
strongly affected by environmental change.Land useand human behaviourand societalinstitutions. All thesecomland-use change and its consequences for land cover ponents have,by definition, their specific properties and
(LUC-LCC) are therefore essential components in the act on a typical scale level (Fig. E.6). Regionally and glodevelopment of comprehensivescenarios for the follow- bally, only the cumulative consequencesof all these diverse local and regional LUC-LCC developments influing reasons:
encethe Earth systemin a systemic manner. But in (glo.Society strongly depends on the continued availabil- bal) environmental-change or Earth-system studies it is
ity of renewableresources,suchas food,fibre and fresh these coarse aggregationlevels that matter.
water. Humans already dominate the use of most biological productivity (Vitousek et al. 1997)and are a
crucial factor in defining fresh-water availability and Existing Land-use and Land-cover Datasets
quality (Matthews et al. 1997;Hoekstra 1998; Arnell and Scenarios
,
1999). The continued supply of these resources can
only be guaranteed by sustainableland usesbut these The starting point of LUC-LCCscenariosis alwaysa description of current or historical LUC-LCCpatterns.Landare easilyjeopardised by short-sighted or inappropriate human activities (Doos 1994).An integrated ap- coverdatabasesare usedto initialise the models required
proach encompassing water, land and atmosphere to develop the scenarios. However,there are large discrepanciesamong different land-coverdata-bases(Townwith human behaviour is thus urgently needed;
.LUC-LCC alters the Earth's surfacecharacteristicsand shend etal. 1991;Leemanset al. 1996).Some list only pothus climatic processesand patterns (e.g.Bonan 1997; tential natural vegetation, others include one or more
Claussenand Gayler 1997,seealso Chapt. A.5 or A.8). land-use classes,but none includes land use comprehenThis also can alter water demand and supply or quality and availability;
.LUC-LCC are important determinants of carbon, water and energy fluxes (Braswell et al. 1997>and nonCO2greenhouse-gasemissions (e.g. Flint 1994;IPCC
1996).These fluxes and emissions directly influence
atmospheric composition and radiative-forcing properties and, consequently,global and regional atmospheric and hydrological patterns;
.LUC-LCC are an important factor determining the
response of species,ecosystems and landscapes to
environmental change and variability (Peters and
Lovejoy 1992;Leemans 1999). Land-cover modification and conversion through, for example, nitrogen
addition by air pollution, drainage of wetlands and
deforestation change the behaviour of ecosystems;
.Finally, LUC-LCC are, in their own right, an impor- Fig.E.6. Interactions between different societal and ecosystems
tant component of global change (Turner et al.1995). dimensions
Rik Leemans

The

sively.Further, most databasesare compiled from diverse irrigation water can easily be met when economic reand heterogeneoussourcesand cannotbe linked to a spe- sourcesare available(e.g.Rosegrant1997).Global-change
cific time period. The determination of changeis there- assessments,however, require broader LUC-LCC scefore extremely difficult. Most of these datasets are of narios than those do. Adequate scenarios should incordubious quality. However)more recent statistical data porate land-use activities and land-cover characteristics
sources on land use were improved and their internal in order to make comprehensiveestimatesof the role of
consistency is enhanced (e.g. FAO 1999).Also the high- land and land use in defining the dynamics of the Earth
resolution spatially explicit global database,DISCOVER, system. Currently) the only approachesto deliver such
has become available (Loveland and Belward 1997>and capability are Integrated Assessment Models (lAMs:
is frequently used in global-change research.This data- Weyant et al. 1996).Some of these lAMs are the Asianbaseis derived from satellite data from the early nineties Pacific Integrated Model (AIM: Matsuoka et al. 1994),
and consists of land-cover classesuseful for initialising
Integrated Model to Assessthe Global Environment (IMland-cover scenarios.Further, severalattempts have been AGE 2: Alcamo 1994;Alcamo et al. 1998)and Integrated
made to develop historical land-use and land-cover Climate AssessmentModel (ICAM: Brownand Rosenberg
databases(Klein Goldewijk and Battjes1997;Ramankutty 1999).Thesemodels alreadyincorporate modulesto simuand Foley1998).Theseattempts usehistorical proxyvarilate the consequencesfor LUC-LCC)which generateLUCables, such as historical maps, population-density esti- LCCscenariosona resolutionrangingfroma coarsegrid (IMmates)and the location of cities and other infrastruc- AGE2 and AIM) or for socio-economic regions (ICAM).
ture, to reconstruct likely historical land-cover patterns The starting point for most of thesemodels are crop-profor the last centuries. Although it is difficult to determine duction models with different degreesof precision and
the validity and reliability of these historical databases, focus. Most lAMs focus on arableagriculture and neglect
all these improved databasesare of utmost importance pasturalism, forestry and other relevantland uses.None
for initialising and validating regional and global models. of them, however,satisfactorily incorporate regional waMany different scenarios for LUC- LCC exist. Many ter supply and demand issues.The feedback on land-use
of them focus on local and regional issues and only a change on the overlying weather has also not been infew are global in scope. However)most of the available cluded in these studies. Only the IMAGE-2 group is curLUC-LCCscenarios are not developed to determine glo- rently developing such capability (Alcamo etal. 2000).
bal and regional environmental change, but more to
evaluatethe dynamics and environmental consequences
'
of different agrosystems (e.g. Koruba et al. 1996),agriConstruction of Land-use Change and Land-coverChange
cultural policies (e.g. Moxey et al. 1995»)food security
Scenarios
(e.g.Penning de Vries et al.1997),and projections of agricultural production, trade and food availability (e.g. Initially the consequencesof land-use change were ofAlexandratos 1995;Rosegrantet al.1995).Moreover)these ten only depicted as causing changesin the CO2-emisstudies do not well define the actual implications for sions from tropical deforestation. The conversion of
land-cover patterns. At best they define an aggregated these forests is one of the important human sources of
amount of arable land, pastures and other land uses.
CO2.Early carbon-cycle models used simply prescribed
LUC-LCC scenario studies use different approaches. deforestation rates and emission factors to estimate fuMost of them are based on regressionand process-based ture emissions. Land-use scenarios could only provide
simulation models. Alexandratos (1995)has combined the relevant estimates. During the last decade a more
and expanded these approaches by interactively includ- comprehensive view emerged embracing the diversity
ing expert judgement. Regional and national experts
reviewed the model results. If such a panel determined
inconsistencies with observed trends or likely trends)
the scenarios were changed until a satisfactory solution
emerged for all regions.The resulting scenario cantherefore be interpreted as a consensus scenario. This approach generally leads to conservative estimatesof possible trends, because the importance of new developments are underestimated.
Unfortunately) most of these LUC-LCCscenario studies do not consider changes in water supply. Some include weather change (e.g. Alcamo etal. 1998)and others assume that an increased demand for, for example)

of driving forces and regional heterogeneity. The current driving forces of most LUC-LCCscenarios are derived from population, income and productivity assumptions for agriculture and forestry. The first two are
commonly assumedto be exogenousvariables (i.e. scenario assumptions), while productivity is determined
dynamically by the models used.
In most scenarios)population is generally split into
urban and rural; eachclass is characterised by its specific needs and land uses.The demand for agricultural
products (both the quantity and composition as specified by diet) is generally assumedto be a function of income and regional preferences.With increasing incomes
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there is a shift from grain-baseddiets towards more meatbased diets. Sucha shift has large consequencesfor land
use (Leemans 1999).Similar functional relations are assumed to determine the demand for non-food products,
such as timber, fibre and biomass-basedfuels. Productivity is determined by the locally or regionally pr~vailing environmental conditions. Soil and atmospheric conditions defme potential yields of each individual crop.
In the calculation of potential yields, changesin weather
and CO2are frequently included. The actual yields are a
fraction of the potential due to losses associated with
improper management,limited water and nutrient availability, pests and diseases,and pollutants (Penning de
Vries et al. 1997).During scenarios development,therefore, assumptions have to be made on the actual yield
levels as a function of agricultural management,suchas
yield increases(e.g. fertilisation and irrigation) and protection measures(e.g.weeding and pest control). Irrigation is rarely considered explicitly or dynamically evaluated from realistic water supplies, nor is the effect of irrigation on the local weather,suchas described by Stohlgren etal. (1998).Further, most yield calculations assume
constant soil conditions. In reality, many land useslead
to land degradation, which affectsyields and in turn limits and changes land use (Barrow 1991).Estimating future yield developments is thus difficult becauseof its
dependence on management.Many contrasting perceptions therefore exist in the literature.
The demand for land-use products and the calculated
productivities are then translated into the actual land
use and corresponding land-cover patterns. In this step
large methodological difficulties emerge. Agricultural
land uses in certain regions intensify (i.e. increase
yields), while in others they expand in area.The causal
factors in different regions are different and the spatial
and temporal consequencescannot be determined unambiguously. For example, deforestation is driven by
timber extraction in Asia and by the conversion towards
pasture in Latin America. In Europe,increasing productivity and a leveling demand drives the contraction of
agricultural land and the subsequent expansion of forested land. Additionally, land-cover conversions are not
a continuous process.Shifting cultivation is a common
practice, but in many regions agricultural land has also
been abandoned (e.g. Foster et al.1998) or is abandoned
regularly (Skole and Tucker 1993). Such dynamic and
complex aspectsof LUC-LCC make the development of
comprehensive high-resolution LUC-LCC scenarios
challenging, especially when simultaneously new land
uses (e.g. biomass plantations) are emerging.
The result of most LUC-LCC scenarios is land-cover
change. This is illustrated by an IMAGE-2 scenario
(Fig. E.7). This scenario illustrates some of the complexities in the underlying land-use dynamics. Deforestation
continues globally. Only in the latter half of this century
is it expected that the forested area will increase again

in all regions, except Africa and Asia. Pasturesexpandmore
rapidly than arable land. There are,however,largeregional
differences.One of the important assumptions
in this scenario is that biomass will become a suitable
energy source. The cultivation of such biomass crops
requires additional land. Similar changes in future land
usecan developif carbon sequestrationforests are planted. Land use will thus respond to new needs for addi-tional
products and services.

Uncertainties in the Interpretation

of Scenarios

Diverse applications of LUC-LCC scenarios have been
developed.The different approachesare all very sensitive to the underlying assumptions of future changes in
agricultural productivity. Estimating demand is relatively straightforward, becauseit dependson the number
of people and their diet. Productivity in most scenarios
is calculated through potential and actual yields (i.e. the
interaction between environmental conditions and agricultural management; Rabbinge and van Oijen 1997>.
Largedifferencesin productivity exist betweenscenarios
and it is not always clear if potential or actual yields are
used.This leadsto large differences in the conclusion of
different LUC-LCC scenario studies. For example, the
FAOscenarios study (Alexandratos 1995)concluded that
land availability was not a limi':ing factor in most countries,while IMAGE-2 scenarios(Alcamo et al.1998) show
that in Asia and Africa, land rapidly becomes limited
over the same time period. In the IMAGE-2 scenario,
relatively fast changes towards more meat-based diets
lead to a rapid expansion of grazing systems on which
productivity only slowly increases.This strongly influencesthe simulated extent of land use. The FAO study
does not consider increasesin grazing systems.This example shows that not clearly specifying the actual assumptions can lead to discrepancies and inconsistencies in scenario interpretation. Unfortunately most landuse scenario studies focus on agricultural production
on arable land and few at the sametime include grazing
systems. Other important land uses, such as forestry,
infrastructure (i.e. urban land uses)and nature conservation, and new land uses,such as biomass and carbon
plantations, are generally not considered,nor is the influence of these changes in the climate system considered. In most scenario studies, integration of all land
usesis not yet accomplished.
Reconciling demand and supply leads to different
land-use and land-cover patterns (cf. Fig. E.7>.This is
often done by heuristic rules that link {inter)national
socio-economic drivers with patterns of resource availability. Cellular automata,for example,explicitly resolve
such rules by assigning probabilities for different land
usesto eachcell. Theseprobabilities can change through
time (e.g. White et al. 1997).The amount of land used is
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The purpose of the scenario development,its underlying assumptions and approachesused should be carefully and critically evaluated before the resulting landcover patterns are applied in other studies. In addition
the feedbacksbetween LUC-LCCand other components
of the Earth system (e.g. the weather,the hydrological
cycle, etc.) needs to be investigated, as described elsewhere in this volume. Despite the obvious limitations of
current LUC-LCC scenarios, recent scenario developments show how useful organised thinking (i.e. detailed
consistency checks between scenario assumptions and
outcomes and explicit incorporation of interactions and
feedbacks) about the future can be. However, a better
perspective on how to use land-use and land-cover
change as a driving force to environmental change is
strongly required. This requires the further development
of high-resolution integrated assessmentmodels and
comprehensive scenario studies, integrating other aspects of the Earth system,such as specifically land,land
use and water issues.

temporal resolution. The feedback of the surface environmental changeswithin the climate systemalso needs
to be assessed.However, the normal physical dating
procedures can give only approximate data. Therefore,
warve-countings, dendrochronology or age determinations from annually-layered ice have to be used instead.
This in turn meansthat much more comprehensivestudies are needed.Moreover,it will often become important
to look for marker horizons that can clearly identify synchronously-formed sediments within the ocean,in lakes
and on the continents; in general, these will be windtransported substanceslike volcanic ash,etc.

Vegetation Changes: Consequencesfor Water Budgets

It is evident that changes in the vegetation pattern and
in the prevailing plant communities may be triggered
by atmospheric change or by biotic and pedogenetic
changes, or even by grazing and trampling animals
(Gossow 1976; Peer 2000; Samjaa et al. 2000; Schaller
1998;Turner 1975).The approach is to study the vegetaBurkhard Frenzel
tion and its ongoing or past changeson a broad regional
scale,which helps to differentiate betweenmore regional
E.5.3 Procedures to Assessthe Effect of
or local processes.This means,in general, that the variEnvironmental Conditions on Water
ous vegetation types within a landscape,e.g.a complete
Resources:Natural landscape Changes
catchment,have to be studied in spaceand time in such
a way that it opens up starting points for ecological inIntroduction
vestigations or calcul~ions, i.e. one has to try to map or
When dealing with the long-term palaeoecologicalproc- reconstruct the vari6us important plant communities
essesthat might influence present-day water budgets, it which existed or which had changed within the catchmust be noted that climatic factors may have very long- ment areabeing studied. One has to determine whether
lasting, but unexpected series of consequences.An ex- these changeshad beentriggered by long-term changes
ample of this is the immigration history of forest plant- in weather or by biotic processesonly, e.g. by the immispeciesinto vast regions of higher latitude after the end gration of stronger competitors or by pedogenesis,as
of the last glaciation (Bernabo and Webb 1977;Glieme- far asthis is independent from vegetation (Frenzel1994).
Plant ecologistsin general determine the water budgroth 1995;Huntley and Birks 1983).These migrations,
which were triggered by Late-glacial and early Holocene ets of only certain plant species then, if necessary,exclimatic changes,continued until other decisive factors trapolate to whole plant communities. Hydrologists, on
such as stronger competitors or adverse geological or the other hand, generally investigate the water budgets
of whole catchments, which might be covered by sevclimatical situations finally stopped the immigration
eral,quite different, plant communities. Neither of these
process.
This immigration and reorganisation process of the approachesyields reliable data for understanding what
various forest communities influenced the water budg- happensto the water budgets of a specific region, if cerets of the regions into which they immigrated but the tain plant communities are changing. To overcomethese
decisive climatic factor was at first the transition from difficulties, at present it is only possible to rely on the
the Late-glacial to the Holocene. probably nearly all the evaporation data of identical plant communities at comother processesthat took place during immigration were parable sites, or at least to use data from related plant
biotic consequences,which could not be predicted ex- communities, even though the specific soil, water and
actly if only the quality and intensity of the Late-glacial atmospheric conditions may be different at individual
to Holocene climatic change was measured. It is scien- sites. These difficulties increase when reconstructing
tifically very difficult to understand and to quantify these former plant communities with no homologues (or at
long-lasting, indirect climatic influences correctly, and least analogues)to be found in modern vegetation; or if
demands reliable quantification of the climatic change they do exist, do so under quite different environmentriggers at a regional scale and with high and reliable tal conditions. Suchan examplewould be the early Holo-
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in fact the drowning of the peatbog and of the alder carr
was only caused by migrating dunes impeding the runoff and pressing groundwater out of the sediments.
1\'10types of migrating dune fields have to be taken into
Such migrating dunes, both at the coast and within
consideration: those on the lowland coasts and those the continents, contain a lot of groundwater,thus favourwithin the continents. Causesand consequencesof the ing peat-bogs to grow between the dune ridges or even
action of coastal dune fields are directly connected with lakes to be formed (Pachur and Hoelzmann 1991).These
the processesgoing on along the lowland coasts. Con- water masseswithin the dune sands can also be influcerning the continental dune fields, one has to differen- enced by permafrost. Moreover, it is inadequate to rely
tiate between those of arid to semi-arid climates against on only one study site or small region. The investigation
those of more temperate climates. The latter were mostly of the history of the migrating dunes in the lowlands of
formed during glacial times and their migrations
the River Leba, as already mentioned, exemplifies this
stopped by plant growth during the Holocene. In gen- very well (Tobolski 1982).Only by a regional, compreeral, they will become active again if the protective veg- hensive investigation,could it be convincingly shown that
etation cover is destroyed. This can occur due to land- the middle to late Holocene start of the migration of these
scape conversion by people. In colder climates, where dunes was caused by man; this in turn influenced the
plant growth is not rapid, fire and river action can cause morphology of the nearby seacoast,and the water budgterrestrial sand dunes to migrate again. In arid and semi- ets and vegetation types, without any atmospheric imarid regions on the other hand, continental sand dunes pact! A scientifically broad investigation of present-day
will nearly always be able to migrate, provided the geo- ecological and hydrological conditions in homologue
logical situation is favourable. Here, migrating sand ecological situations is, therefore,of utmost importance
dunes can block rivers and cause lakes to be formed. for understanding what has happened and for avoiding
This is not restricted to modern arid to semi-arid re- incorrect palaeo- or ecological conclusions to be drawn.
gions only, but may also have happened during full-glacial or late-glacial times of various Pleistocene glaciations in what are now temperate climates.
Pedogenesisand Changing Water Resources
During palaeoecological investigations these dunemade lakes or swamps may easilybe taken as indicators It is well known that pedogenesisis governed decisively
of the weather becoming moister, though this has not by atmospheric conditions, by the hydrological situaalwaysbeenthe case.Comparableeffects canbe observed tion and by the biosphere.With water resources,the most
even today in temperate climates, as for example in the important processesare the formation of finer-grained,
lowlands of the River Leba, northern Poland (Tobolski minerogenic particles and the narrowing of or even
1982;Fig. E.9). Here,migrating dunes are invading a peat- blocking of pores that might contain and conduct wabog or an alder carr. Again, the palaeoecologicalimpres- ter. Soil formation is one long-duration process which
sion would be that the weather had become moister but is often influenced by much older climatic or geological
Migrating

Dunes and Their Influence on Water Budgets

Fig.E.9.
Leba-lowland,northern Poland. A sandduneinvadesan
ombrogenouspeatbog,causing an inundation of the bog

E.S.4 .An Example of the Vulnerability

processes.A broad literature informs about the wealth
of difficulties in dating reliably the beginning and the
various steps of pedogenesis in a given area (Morozova
1981).Where soils have been fossilised during the past
by natural or anthropogenic processes(e.g. the erection
of large burial mounds, etc.) the outlines of their formation-history can be traced to some extent. Yet it has
alwaysto be taken into consideration that even modern
pedogenesiscan penetrate deep into the soil, thus influencing former soil horizons. In this context it must be
stressedthat the spontaneous or anthropogenic changes
to vegetation will influence soil formation intensively
thus influencing water resources indirectly.

Final Remarks

The task is to assessthe consequencesof natural landscapechanges on water resources. From the discussion
here, it will be seenthat these natural landscapechanges
are in general very complex and complicated processes,
in which the triggering mechanisms may be simple (in
general they are not) but the consequencesand the interrelationships of processesare extremely non-linear
and complicated. This being so, one should always restrain from simple,uni-directional explanations. Instead,
the great variety of interacting processeshas to be taken
into consideration. The palaeoecological and ecologicalliteratures show that, however,a uni-directional way
of thinking is widely accepted.Very often we are a long
way from a reliable understanding of what had happened
palaeoecologic ally and thus what might have influenced -and still influences -the environment, including water resources.The only way to avoid these traps is
to complete a scientifically and regionally very broad,
very comprehensive,investigation of the palaeoecological and ecological processesacting in a given landscape.
This is a very difficult task but is essential if we are to
understand how human beings alter the natural environment.
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with such changes,and the resilienceof the ecosystemto
resist negative impacts due to these changes.
Despitethe recentattention that global climate change
and potential long-term effectsof increasing greenhouse
gasesin the atmosphere received, other environmental
stressesare higher priority issuesand concerns for land
managersin the area(e.g.Rocky Mountain National Park
ResourcesManagementPlan 1999).The economyof the
regions istransforming from extraction-basedindustries
(forestry,mining) to tourism (natural areasand wildlife).
The human population is increasing in the region at
2-3% yr-l (a doubling rate in 20 years),and annual visitation to Rocky Mountain National Park now exceeds
3 million people (Stohlgren1999a).Entireponderosapine
(Pinus ponderosa)forests,decimatedbyturn-of-the-century logging and fire, have re-grown to create massive
fuel loads, that due to a half-century of fire suppression,
are ripe for catastrophic wildfire at the forest-suburb
interface (Veblen et al. 2000). There is a very strong link
of El Nino-Southern Oscillation on fire frequency and
size throughout the Front Range(Veblenet a1.2000).Also
demanding immediate managementattention,are extralarge herds of elk, without native predators (grizzly bear.
wolves). Many drainages have been altered by the nearcomplete extirpation of beaver,altering vegetation succession,nutrient cycling, soil erosion,and wildlife habitat. Invasive annual grassesand noxious weeds are invading theseriparian zones,meadows,and low-elevation
forests,which asa result,urgently require control actions.
Air pollution adds more than 4 kg ha-l yr-l to terrestrial
systemsin this region (Baron etal. 2000),contributes to
visibility problems, and potentially enhancesthe spread
of invasivespecies.Evenwithout changesin climate,these
multiple stresseswould remain top researchand resource

managementpriorities.
Assessingthe vulnerability of Rocky Mountain National Parkand adjacentlands to climate changerequires
a full understanding of ecosystemcomponentsand processes,existing stresses,and their interactions. Land managersare often bombarded by so many current and nearfuture problems and stakeholder demands, that longterm, subtle,chronic stresseslike increasing greenhouse
ThomasJ. Stohlgren
gasesin the atmosphereare of less importance to them.
Still, the long-term conservationof natural resourcesand
E.5.4 An Example of the Vulnerability Approach:
healthy
economies requires short- and long-term planEcosystem Vulnerability
ning. A common sense approach might include: (1) diRocky Mountain National Park and adjacentareasin the rect and immediate attention to the most urgent and
Front Range of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado, USA, costly stresses;(2) additional researchon the role of ecosystem components and processeswithin the climate
like all bio-regions in the country, suffer from multiple
stressessimultaneously including: rapidly changing cul- system,and (3)some research attention on improving
tural history,rapid human population growth, habitatloss long-term scenarios. An alternative approach is to proand loss of species,altered disturbance regimes,invasive portion research, management, and coping efforts at
species,and air and water pollution (Stohlgren 1999a). various scales (i.e. local, regional, national, global) to
Rapid climate change is an additional stress that may assure that various stakeholderneeds are met at the apinteract to a greater or lesser degree with these other propriate scale. In any case,multiple stresses must be
stresses.There is a need to assessthe risks associated assessedsimultaneously.

Rapid
The

There are strong suspicions that the episodes of
warming and cooling were abrupt rather than gradual
changes (Fall 1988; Schuster et al. 2000). Tree-ring
The central Rocky Mountains, like all bio-regions in the records nearby in the south-western US show numerUSA, suffer from multiple stresses simultaneously in- ous abrupt changes in precipitation between 800 and
cluding: rapidly changing cultural history, rapid human 2000 years ago (Graumlich 1993;Hughesand Graumlich
population growth, habitat loss and loss of species,al- 1996),and the ice cores in Greenland (Groots et al.1993;
tered disturbance regimes,invasive species,and air and Alley et al. 1993)and Wyoming (Schuster et al. 2000)
water pollution (Stohlgren 1999b).Rapid large-scaleat- have documented changesin mean annual temperature
mospheric circulation changeis an additional stress that by as much as 10°C in a few years.Background rates of
may interact to a greater or lesserdegreewith these other climate change in the topographically complex Rocky
stresses.Assessingthe immediate and long-term needs Mountains have been abrupt, bidirectional and unpreof stakeholders, native biodiversity, the economy, and dictable (Schuster et al. 2000). The present rates of
ecosystemsrequires that we understand all thesestresses change can be gauged against these background levels.
and set appropriate priorities for prevention, control,
mitigation, and restoration. After a brief review of the
individual stresses,potential interactions are discussed Rapidly Changing Cultural History
in this example, and strategies to assesspriorities are
Cultural history haschangedrapidly in the past 200years
presented.
It is often helpful to evaluate climate trends in a having significant effects on the natural resources,landpalaeoclimate context. The story that emerges in the scapes,and ecosystemsin the central Rocky Mountains
central Rocky Mountains is one of tremendous tempo- (Buchholtz 1983).The discovery of gold in 1859resulted
ral and spatial variability, and bi-directional changes in in an exponential increase in the human population,
climate and vegetation (Nichols 1982;Alexander 1985; which changedthe regional economyand greatly altered
Whitlock 1993;Stohlgren 1999a,b;Schuster et al. 2000). nearly every ecosystem.Economic development began
The varying treeline locations provide evidence of to centre on mining, forestry, agriculture, recreation,and
drastic changes in climate. During the Pinedale glacia- the service industries that support these other economic
tion (22400 to 12200 years ago), the treeline in the activities (Lavender 1975).These activities required wasouthern Rocky Mountains in Colorado was 500 m (Ni- ter storage and re-distribution projects proportionate
chols 1982)to 1500 m (Fall 1988)below the present-day with human population growth (Stohlgren 1999a).
treeline, and annual temperatures were 7 to 13°C cooler.
The extraction-based culture in the RockyMountains
The lower limit of permafrost was 1 000 m lower in Colo- gained momentum by mining copper, gold, lead, morado (Fall 1988). During the late-glacial period (15000 lybdenum, silver, tungsten and zinc,resulting in the conto 11000years ago),annual temperatureswere 3to 4.5 °,
tinued contamination of many lands and waterways.
cooler than today, and the treeline was about 500 m to Forestry was a major industry, though the rapid cutting
700 m below the modern treeline (Fall 1988).During the of old-growth timber, relatively slow growth rates,and
Holocene transition (12000 to 8000 years ago), subal- a shift to tourism has reduced the emphasis on forestry
pine forests probably migrated upslope, and montane in many areas.Agriculture includes dryland and irriforests of lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir began to ex- gated farming and livestock grazing. Livestock are frepand in the lower elevations.There was a climatic optiquently moved between high-elevation summer and
mum from 9000 to 7000 years ago; mean annual tem- low-elevation winter pastures. Tourism is now the maperatures increased 5 to 7.5°C from the late-glacial into jor industry in the region -centered on Rocky Mounthe Holocene.As the climate warmed between9 000 and tain National Park, several national forests, major ski
4500 years ago, the upper treeline advanced to as high resorts, and summer vacation use in nearly all mounas 300 m above its present position during the warmest tain towns. It is against this backdrop of rapid cultural
period (Fall 1988). Cooling and treeline lowering oc- changethat rapid human population growth hasbecome
curred again between 4500 and 3100 years ago (Fall a major concern in many areas (Riebsame 1997).
1988)followed by another warming period from 3000
to 2000 years ago, and a cooling trend 2000 years ago
(Elias et al. 1986).The Little Ice Age from around 1550to
Human Population Growth
1845A.D. ended very abruptly (Schusteret al. 2000) and
forced a descending of the upper treeline and perhaps
human population grew rapidly between 1950and
lengthened intervals between fires. Tree rings evidence 1990with a 40-yearincreaseof about 150%in Colorado.The
a warming trend in recent decades,but only in some
population in Estes Park and visitor use of Rocky
areas (Weisberg and Baker 1995).
Mountain National Park has almost doubled since 1960
Introduction

fnvasive

(Stohlgren 1999a). Current rates of human population
change are 2 to 3% for many areas in the Rocky Mountains with urban sprawl and development in mountain
communities. Population growth increasesdemands for
water, power, and natural resources. Runoff and snowmelt from the peaks supply the Arkansas, South Platte,
Colorado, and San Juanrivers with the water supply for
most western states (Riebsame 199]). Human population growth and agriculture demands on water have
many of these rivers "over-subscribed". Evaluating the
effects of near-future weatherand local land-use changes
on the quality, quantity, and timing of water are a primary concern of stakeholders.

Habitat Lossand Lossin Biodiversity
Another top priority environmental issue in the Rocky
Mountains, and one of the most urgent for land managers throughout the west, is habitat loss and loss of biodiversity. Most of the species on the endangeredspecies
list are there becauseof habitat loss (mostly associated
with land exploitation) or invasive species(Flather et al.
1984).Beavers (Castor canadensis)that once played important roles in shaping vegetation patterns in riparian
and meadowecosystemsin the RockyMountains are virtually absentin many areas(Chaddeand Kay1991;Knight
1994).Toppredators suchas grizzly bears and grayswere
hunted relentlessly by European settlers and have been
extirpated from most of the Rockies.Amphibians have
declined through habitat loss, predation by non-native
sport fishes, timber harvest, increased ultraviolet radiation, and disease (Corn and Fogelman 1984; Bury etal.
1995).Nearly all native fisheries in the Rocky Mountains
have been compromised by introduced fishes (Trotter
1987;Behnke 1992).Populations of bighorn sheepare at
only about 2% to 8% of their populations at the time of
European settlement (Singer 1995).Long-term changes
in weather have not been implicated in the loss of any
species in the US but abrupt changes in weather in an
already fragmented landscape,and in combination with
other stresses,mayhavea greater effect now than weather
changes in the past. Shifting the focus of biodiversity
preservation to the radiative effect of increased CO2in
the atmosphere (see Sala et al. 2000) may be tangential
given that the overriding causesof speciesendangerment
are habitat loss (land-use change) and invasive species
(Flather et al. 1984).

Altered Disturbance Regimes

Vegetationtypes that are adapted to frequent fire are a
major concern in the foothills of the central RockyMountains. For example,ponderosa pine forests in the Front

Rangeof Colorado showa tenfold increasein ponderosa
pine biomass since 1890 in many stands (M. Arbaugh,
US Forest Service,unpublished data; Veblenand Lorenz
1991).This hasrestored habitat for many wildlife species.
However,more than 60 years of fire suppressionhas created hazardous fuels in a forest community that naturally burned at 20-60-year intervals in many areas
(Veblen et al. 2000). Fire suppressionhas beeneffective:
perhaps too effective for some species.For example,the
number of three-toed woodpeckersincreasesgreatly for
three to five years in burned stands,as the birds feed on
larval sprucebeetles.Thesewoodpeckersmayhavea profound affect on nearby forest stands by reducing the severity of spruce beetle epidemics.Herbaceous plant diversity skyrockets after a burn. Seventeenyears after the
390-ha Ouzel burn in Rocky Mountain National Park,
twice as many understorey species can be found in the
burned areathan can be found in adjacentunburned forest stands (Stohlgren etal. 1997>.Speciesdependent on
post-disturbance standssuffer habitat loss with eachsuppressedfire.
All rivers in the Rocky Mountain region have been
altered by reservoirs or other water projects (transbasin
canals, irrigation ditches, and small water impoundments).A majortransbasin water import project in Colorado carries about370 Mm3yr-l from the Colorado River
(west of the Continental Divide) through a 7.8-km tunnel to the Big Thompson River (eastof the Continental
Divide). Tenreservoirs were built to support the project.
In the catchments of the Arapaho-Roosevelt forests
in Colorado are approximately 40 major reservoirs
(C. Chambers,US Forest Service,pers. comn., February
1995).Reservoir-building directly tracks human population increases (Stohlgren 1999a).Domestic water use
accounts for lessthan 6% of the total water use,agriculture accounts for about 90% of the water use (United
StatesGeological Survey 1990).

j

Species

][nvasivenon-indigenous speciesare causingseverelosses

in
j agriculture, forestry and fishery resources in some
regions and ecosystemprocessesthroughout the US to
the tune of $138billion per year (Pimentel et al. 1999;
Mack etal. 2000).Land managers,farmers, ranchers,and
1the public considerinvasive speciesa top priority threat
I(Mack etal. 2000). Europeancheatgrasshas invaded significant portions of the western pinyon-juniper woodlands,ponderosapine,and Douglas-fir areasin the Rocky
Mountains (Petersand Bunting 1994).Severalrare plant
speciesare being displacedby introduced plants in western rangelands (Rosentreter 1994). A dense cover of
cheatgrassincreasedthe fire frequency in many of these
areas.With each fire, the dominance of non-native an-
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nual grassesis enhanced at the expenseof native perennial grasses.Exotic plant speciessuch as spotted knapweed,Kentucky bluegrass,common dandelion, and Russian thistle are rapidly invading many landscapes(Langner and Flather 1994;Stohlgren etal. 2000). Purple loosestrife, another European weed, is beginning to invade
Rocky Mountain wetlands and streamsides. Purple loosestrife spreads quickly and crowds out native plants that
animals use for food and shelter. Most invaders have no
natural enemies in the United Statesand therefore spread
unchecked (Thompson et al. 198]). The effects of these
introduced plants and links to weather are poorly understood. The level of soil disturbance (road building,
ploughing, small mammal burrowing, etc.) is most often
implicated in the spread of invasive species.
Greenback cutthroat trout was near extinction by the
early 1900Sbecauseof broad-scale stocking of non-native brown trout and rainbow trout, land and water exploitation, mining, and logging (Colorado Division of
Wildlife 1986;Henry and Henry 1991).Three of the four
other native subspecies of cutthroat trout are extinct
(Greenback Cutthroat Trout RecoveryTeam1983).Most
aquatic ecosystemsin the Rocky Mountains are now influenced by non-native brown trout from Europe and
rainbow trout from the Pacific Coast.One of the subtle,
yet devastating,trends in the Rocky Mountain fishery is
loss of genetic diversity in native fishes from introductions of non-native fishes.
The Rocky Mountain goat and the moose, which are
damaging to native plant species,were deliberately introduced into Colorado. Accidentally introduced mammals in Colorado and Wyoming include the house mouse
and the Norway rat (Armstrong 1993).The potential effects of these introduced mammals on Rocky Mountain'
ecosystemsare poorly understood.
Invasive exotic diseasesare increasingly devastating
to native flora and fauna. White pine blister rust is causing up to 50% mortality of white pines in areasof Montana. Lungworm-pneumonia complex is a bacterial disease that causesspontaneous mortality in the lambs of
bighorn sheepin summer (Aguirre and Starkey 1994).
Proximity to domestic sheephighly correlates with mortality in newly reestablished bighorn sheeppopulations
(Singer 1995).Whirling disease,introduced from Europe,
is a parasitic infection that attacksrecentlyhatchedtrout.
It is now affecting native and non-native trout populations in Colorado. At first, the diseasewas thought to
affect only hatchery fishes; however,the native greenback cutthroat trout may also be susceptible.
While weatherinteracts with some of the disturbance
mechanisms suchas fire, dispersal and the human redistribution of speciesis the primary causeof invasion (Mack
etal. 2000). The expenseand difficulties of preventing,
managing, and controlling invasive speciesmay be only
weakly linked to weather relative to other factors (landuse change,human-aided dispersal,pollution, trade,etc.).

Air and Water Pollution

Air and water pollution also continue to be major stresses
throughout the region. For example, air pollution, primarily from the combustion of fossil fuels in the DenverBoulder-Fort Collins metropolitan corridor, may diminish water quality, benefit exotic plant species,and affect
nutrient cycling in Colorado (Baron etal. 1994).Chemical analysesof the high-elevationColorado snowpackare
revealing high concentrations (about 15microequivalents/litre) of sulphate and nitrate in areas north-west of
Denver (Turk etal.1992).Remoteareasof the world typically receiveless than 0.5kg ha-l yr-l of inorganic nitrogen, whereas the high-elevation sites in the Colorado
Front Range now receive as many as 4.7 kg ha-l yr-l of
inorganic nitrogen (Williams et al. 1996). In February
1995,the Colorado Air Quality Commissionincreasedthe
Denver metropolitan area's particulate pollution limit
from the current 41.2t d-l to 44 t d-l in the next 20 years.
Terrestrial biota of high-elevation areasmay not havethe
ability to respond to this increased nitrogen loading
(Nams et al. 1993).We can expect direct and indirect effects on ecosystem functions in forested catchments
(Baron et al. 1994).
Water quality is a growing concern in the Rocky
Mountains. The United StatesGeological Survey (1993)
stated that all of Colorado's major drainagesare affected
to some degreeby pollution. Historic mining operations
still contribute toxic trace elementsto more than 2 100km
of rivers and streams in Colorado. Of the 50300 km of
streams in Colorado, more than 900 km of streams do
not meet water-quality criteria for fishing. Other Rocky
'I\1ountain states report similar problems (United States
Geological Survey 1993).Although water developments
affect riparian zones upstream and downstream from
dams (Mills 1991),regional information on the biotic effects of water projects and pollution is extremely limited, fragmentary, or inaccessible.Air pollution and water pollution are immediate threats to human health,
biodiversity, and local economies.

PotentialInteractions
A vulnerability assessmentrequires an understanding
of existing and potential interactions among stresses
(Fig. E.10).
For example, air pollution and fertilisation may add
high levels of nitrogen into rivers and streams (Baron
et al. 1994;Williams et al.1996). Nitrogen concentrations
may be offset somewhat by increased precipitation and
runoff, or they could be exacerbated by drought. The
flow of nitrogen through the ecosystemmight be further influenced by land-use change (e.g. deforestation,
urbanisation, intensive grazing), invasive plant species

~sed
M~tic

(e.g. nitrogen fixers or nitrogen accumulators),or by the
extirpation or re-introduction of beavers.Thus, assessing the vulnerability of water quality in a region to rapid
change,multiple stressesand interactions must be considered. Setting appropriate priorities for prevention,
control, mitigation, and restoration of water quality must
consider all existing and potential stressesand their interactions. Local decisions on land use,control of invasive species,and fire management can have substantial
effects on important resources.
As another example,increased CO2,warmer temperatures,and increasedprecipitation may favourforestgrowth
in several areas. However,increased forest growth may
reduce understoreyplant diversity,forage for wildlife, and
riparian zone width, while increasingthe forest fuel buildup and the threat of catastrophic wildfire in areasof increasing human population growth. Meanwhile, warmer
night-time or winter temperatures may facilitate insect
outbreaks by reducing the winter-kill of insect eggsand
larvae, possibly counteracting the increased forest production with increased forest mortality (Robertus et al.
1991).Changes in forest composition, age structure, and
biomass can greatly alter hydrology. Economic models
of change must consider many possible interactions and
outcomes from a suite of forces in complex systems.

Strategiesto SetPriorities
Assessingthe immediate and long-term needsof stakeholders, native biodiversity, the economy, and ecosystems requires that we understand all these stressesand
set appropriate priorities for prevention, control, mitigation and restoration. It is common for land managers
and stakeholders to address single stresses over the
short-term (Stohlgren 1999a,b).Immediate issues related to rapid human population growth, habitat loss
and loss of species,altered disturbance regimes, invasive species,and air and water pollution often take precedenceover long-term responsesto thesesame stresses.
For example, rarely is long-term change recognised as
the top researchand management concern in city planning documents, county budget documents, or resource
management plans in national parks and forests. Land
managers are duly concerned and preoccupied over
recent building permits on adjacent lands, loss of wetland habitat and recent amphibian decline, invasive
noxious weeds and diseases,air-quality violations due
to prescribed burning to bring forest-fuel levels under
control, and current water-pollution problems from
air pollution or pesticide use from nearby. Land man-

Human Population
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Demand for Resources
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Building in fire-prone
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.suppression
policies
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CHAPTER E.5

.The

Vulnerability

Approach

agers are often affected most by short-term and local

issues.
Stakeholderswith economic interests (e.g.local businesses,watermanagersand farmers) are often concerned
with short-term economic returns and the immediate
resourcesuppliesthat maintain the statusquo. Thus,there
may be significant pressure to manage for short-term
needs that are easily addressedand matched to one- and
two-year funding cycles,short-term public opinion and
management plans, and averagejob longevity (c. three
to five years). It follows that meagre researchfunds are
frequently spent on short-term studies of problems.
There are severalreasons why addressing only shortterm stressesone at a time might be very shortsighted.
First, as stated, there are many obvious interactions
among the stressesthat canhavecompounding and confounding effects. Second,there could be "threshold" effects, non-linear responses,or lag effects where the effects of single or multiple stressesgo undetected until a
given levelis exceeded.Subtlechangesare often the most
difficult to detect and manage. Third, we do not fully
understand, or even marginally understand, the longterm effects of multiple stressesin most ecosystemsand
regions. For example, rapid, but long-term, weather
change or increases in variability or extreme events
could make the management of the other stressesthat
much more difficult and expensive in the future.

Conclusion

I

The human population in the Rocky Mountain region
will probably double in the next 20-40 years, creating
increased demands for and pressures on natural resources,especiallywater.National parks, forests,and wilderness areas will probably become increasingly insular, and habitat fragmentation will increase in the na-

ture reserves and the urban areas. Continued species
decline (e.g. prairie dogs, amphibians, deer, old-growth
and fire-dependent species),habitat loss (wetlands,riparian zones,and old-growth forests),increased air pollution and water developments, altered disturbance regimes,and introduced speciesand diseaseswill continue
to affect many Rocky Mountain ecosystems.Vulnerability assessmentsmust recognise modern humans as being both a primary stress factor and as stakeholders.
Combined with standardised biotic resource inventories, predictive models, and long-term monitoring, vulnerability assessmentsare a logical approachto responsible land and water stewardship in the face of multiple

stresses.
Setting priorities for the control and mitigation of
multiple stressesrequires detailed information on shortand long-term ecological and economic effects (Pielke
1998b).Somelevelof effort mustbe reservedfor long-term,
unpredictable responses.However,adequatefunds must
be allocated for the primary, short-term stressesthat have
an immediate effect on the region's resourcesand people. Current long-term GCM sensitivity experiments,with
no known probability, may be of limited useto local land
and water managers,but they may focus some attention
on the need for a longer planning horizon and a more
completeunderstandingof the Earth'sclimate systemand
potential human impacts to that system.
In the absenceof adequate information and models,
setting specific"coping" priorities is tenuous and should
be an iterative process that should be improved as additional information becomesavailable.The palaeoclimate
records warn us to be better prepared for rapid, abrupt
changes -in any direction. Interdisciplinary research
and monitoring of ecosystems,anticipating economic
concerns, and clearly identifying society's immediate
and long-term needs are prerequisites to vulnerability
assessmentsand for setting and adjusting priorities.

CaseStudies
RogerA. Pielke,Sr.

In order to illustrate that environmental vulnerability
involves a spectrum of threats, several specific examples are provided in this chapter. These examples demonstrate why it is so important to start with the assessment of vulnerability when studying the interaction of
humans with the rest of the environment.
Charles J. Vorosmarty .Jake Brunner
Carmen Revenga .Balazs Fekete. Pamela Green
Yumiko Kura .Kirsten Thompson

E.6.1 Populationand Climate
Introduction

One aspectof the global change debate that has received
relatively little attention from the Earth systemsscience
community is the purposeful intervention of humans
within the terrestrial hydrological cycle as we establish
and use water resources. Recent studies have shown
that this phenomenon is indeed global (Dynesius and
Nilsson 1994; Vorosmarty et al. 1997; Postel et al. 1996)
and the growth in water use by humans is likely to continue over the next several decades (Rijsberman 2000;
United Nations 1997; Shiklomanov 1996). Water engineering will remain an important human endeavour
over this time frame as both economic developmentand
population growth will force future demands on the
natural water system.The stabilisation of water supplies
through control of terrestrial runoff and/or the translocation of water stocks from aquifers or through interbasin transfers will thus remain a fundamental feature of the land-based water cycle. These activities purposely seek to optimise water security and hence seek
to reduce the degree of vulnerability to water shortages
and/or excess.
In this contribution we document the emerging role
of direct human usageof water. We explore the value of
linking biophysical and socio-economic information
within a common framework. We also highlight key areas of uncertainty and draw inferences about how our
current knowledge base is related to the issue of water
vulnerability. We-summarisean emerging paradigm for

successfulwater resourcesmanagementand explain the
role of the Earth systemssciencecommunity in supporting this new strategy for water development.

Water Supply, Use and Emerging Patterns of Scarcity

Assessmentof the global water supply has been an imprecise science. If we consider the renewable resource
baseto equal the long-term meanrunoff we can find estimates which vary between 33500and 47000km3yr-1
(Kourzoun etal. 1978;L'vovich and White 1990; Gleick
2000; Shiklomanov 1996;Fekete etal. 1999).One of the
most recent such assessments,
made using time seriesof
observed dischargesover approximately 70% of the discharging land surface of the globe and a model-based
extrapolation, offer 39600 km3yr-1 (Fekete et al. 1999).
A more classical accounting by Russianscientists cites
42750km3yr-1 (Shiklomanov 2000). Although one could
view these differences as being of simple academic interest only, they becomeamplified at regional or smaller
scalesand can give substantially different views of per
capita water supplies and hence vulnerability to water
scarcity. For example,in North Mrica the former study
gives a total of 362km3yr-1 while the latter shows
181km3yr-l. Assuming a population in 1995of 150million we get per capita suppliesvarying between1 200and
2400 m3 per capita. This estimate highlights the difficulty in attempting to assemblea coherent picture of
water availability in the face of declining hydrographic
monitoring (Vdrijsmarty et al. 2001). Further, in many
parts of the world, groundwater is an important source
of water supply (both renewable and non-renewable;
Shiklomanov 1996). Our understanding of the hydrography of groundwater resources is even more limited,
since well-logged, groundwater discharge/recharge,and
aquifer property data are neither synthesisednor released
to the global changecommunity. Noteworthy exceptions
exist for regional aquifers (e.g. High Plains in US;Weeks
and Gutentag 1988;Nativ 1992),suggestingthe feasibility of providing such information when suitable financial and technical resourcesare made available. Nonetheless,there is but one 1: 10M scale map (Dzhamalov

--~
~
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which met strict selection criteria in terms of record
length and consistency with neighbouring gauging stations, were selected from the GRDC archive for use in
developing the database.These stations were co-registered to a 30-minute Simulated Topological Network
(STN-30;V6rosmarty et al. 2000).
The Center for International Earth ScienceInformation Network has produced a global population databaseusing census data for 120000 administrative units
(CIESIN 2000). We compare conditions between 1995
and the year 2025,starting with a gridded dataset at 2.5minute (4 km) grid increments. The 1995cell countswere
extrapolated exponentially to 2025and then capped using the low growth projection for each country (United
Nations Population Division 1998). The cell population
counts were then aggregated to 30-minute grid increments to match the runoff database.Figure E.12shows
the population density in 1995.For this study, the lowgrowth projection is considered to be more realistic than
either the medium or high projections (Seckler et al.
1999).But use of the low-growth projection, in conjunction with the maximum sustainable water supply,means
that the water scarcity estimates should be considered
as conservative. For the purpose~ of this study, we do
not consider potential weather change impacts which
add an additional layer of complexity and potential vulnerability. Future water scarcity maybe more acute than
this tabulation suggests.
The runoff and population databaseswere summed
by river basin to calculate the renewable supply of water
per person. We estimate scarcity using a set of standard
rules (Hinrichsen et al.1998). First, populations living in
basins with water "crowding" of 590 to 1 000 people per
106m3yr of water supply are classified as water stressed,
and tend to experiencesevereshortagesin drought years.
Second,peopleliving in basinswith 1000-2000 people per
106m3yr are classified as water scarce,and can expect
chronic shortages of freshwater that threaten food pro-
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duction and hinder economic development. Finally,
people living in basins with more than 2000 people per
106m3yr face absolute water scarcity,beyond which development is highly constrained without accessto alternative water sources.

RiverBasinEstimates
Figure E.13and Fig. E.14show river basins under varying degreesof water stressin 1995and 2025.(Only basins
larger than 25000 km2 are shown.) These maps show
increased water scarcity in Southern and EasternAfrica,
Pakistan and central Asia, but stable conditions in Latin
America, South-eastAsia,China and India. But this overviewhides important basin-specifictrends.TableE.l shows
total water supply, population, and water crowding in
1995and 2025for large basins that are currently water
stressedor will be closeto such stress by 2025.Together,
theyhold half the world's population.Averagewatercrowding in thesebasins is projected to increaseby 25%,from
546people per 106m3yrin 1995to 735people per 106m3yr
by 2025.Watercrowding in some basins,notably those in
China, will increase by less than 15%,but the Indus and
the Nile will suffer declines in excessof 40%. In the case
of the Indus, this will result from the growth in Pakistan'spopulation, from 136million in 1995to 246 million
in 2025.In the caseof the Nile, the decline will mainly
result from a doubling of Ethiopia's population, from
55million to 108million. Egypt, the second most populous country in the basin, will see its population grow
more slowly, from 52 million to 63million.

Global Estimates
The river basin estimates were summed to give the total number of people living in conditions of water scar-
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Fig.E.12. Population density from CIESIN(2000)
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Fig. E.1S.
Assessments
of water scarcity
as a function of accounting
unit. Herecontrastinglevels of
relativewaterdemand (withdrawal/supply)are used on the
horizontal axis. Levelsbeyond
0.4 indicateseverewaterstress.
All aggregationsaremade over
the global domain

Although we can demonstrate sensitivity to the choice
of accounting unit used,we cannot identify an optimal
unit. This awaits further study by the water sciences
community and a consideration of the broader issue of
data availability and harmonisation across biophysical
and socio-economic disciplines. The choice of accounting unit is important from the standpoint of determining the number of people at risk from water stress. In
comparison to the regional or country-level tabulation
which yields about 400 million under severe stress,the
gridded or basin-level interpretation gives a substantially larger population, at about 2 billion. The conventional wisdom thus severelyunderestimates the degree
to which the world's population is suffering from water
scarcity.

Vulnerability and EssentialBiophysical Data
The combination of biophysical and socio-economic
datasets within a common geographic framework suggests that the world is a drier place than previously
thought, and that population growth will result in a large
and growing portion of the world's population living
under conditions of water scarcity by 2025. The World
Bank has long sought to help countries harness their
water resources for economic development through its
support to irrigation, water supply, sanitation, flood control, and hydropower. Water has been one of the most
important areas of World Bank investment: between 1985
and 1998, it lent more than $33 billion, or 14% of project
lending (World Bank 1998a).
But these projects have encountered serious implementation problems because they do not address the
root causes of waste and mismanagement in the water
sector. Several problems emerged. First, fragmented public investment programmes failed to optimise water allocation and emphasized supply development over demand management. Second, excessive reliance on overextended government agencies resulted in poor fmancial accountability and cost recovery. This led to a vicious circle of poor quality, unreliable service, low will-

ingness to pay, inadequate operating funds, and further
deterioration in service. Third, damage to freshwater
ecosystems inherent in some projects was treated, if at
all, by limited corrective actions and rarely by substantive adjustments to project design.
In response to these problems, the World Bank issued a water sector strategy in 1993 (World Bank 1993).
The principal goal of the strategy was to improve water
sector performance by ensuring the provision of water
services in an economically viable and environmentally
sustainable manner. The strategy recognised that to improve the performance of the water sector, it is necessary to help countries reform their water management
institutions, policies, and planning systems. The strategy is being implemented through a new generation of
water resources management projects. Noteworthy examples exist for Morocco and Mexico (World Bank 1996,
1998b).
To meet increased demand at reasonable cost, policymakers are exploring better ways to allocate existing
water supplies and encourage users to conserve water.
Better water management requires a significant improvement in the collection and analysis of hydrological data yet monitoring programmes in many countries
have deteriorated sharply in recent years (Vorosmarty
ans Sahagian 2000). Paradoxically, at a time of growing
water scarcity, we know less and less about the challenges
and opportunities we face.
The constraints on hydrological monitoring are both
financial and institutional. For example, both China and
India have dense monitoring networks and tremendous
analytical capacity but the effective use of these assets
is not possible for several reasons. First, very few stations are linked by satellite or cell phone, resulting in
lengthy delays as data are retrieved and transcribed by
hand. Second, different agencies manage different
gauges, often over different time periods, resulting in
inconsistent data quality and fragmentary records.
Third, hydrological data are not shared among agencies,
let alone with the research community. Many data are
considered state secrets. Fourth, limited data access is
exacerbated by a move by many agencies toward full cost

E.6.1 .Population and Climate

recovery. Finally, because of the focus on flooding, hydrological models are often only calibrated using data
collected during the rainy season.More accurate predictions would be possible if the models were calibrated
using data collected throughout the year.
Hydrological monitoring capacity in many countries
is deteriorating becauseof inadequate cost-recoveryand
reduced government support. The number of stations
reporting to the Global Runoff Data Centre peaked in
the mid-1980s and then fell sharply (Fekete et al. 1999).
The decline has been most marked in Africa, where a
recent analysis shows that the number of gauging stations in most countries is well below WMO guidelines
(Rodda 1998).Although several international initiatives
(e.g.W -HYCOS,GRDC)have sought to compile and publish atmospheric, oceanic, cryospheric and hydrological data, they ultimately depend on the quality of the
national networks. Even in the United Statesthe hydrological monitoring network has degraded.The USGShas
been monitoring river flow and water quality for over
100years. The network coverageexpanded throughout
the 1960sand 1970Sbut contracted sharply during the
1990S(United StatesGeological Survey 1999).More than
100 river gaugeswith long-term records,the single most
important class of stations for environmental monitoring and design engineering, are being lost each year
(Lanfear and Hirsch 2000). As a result, the network has
become vulnerable as collaborating agencieshave cut
costs to meet their own specific needs, for example by
only monitoring high or low flows, or by limiting public
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of empirical relationships, which must be recalibrated
on a regular basis),measurementsare taken infrequently
and irregularly, and the results are made available days
or weeks after capture.
Advancesin radar gauging,telemetry,the internet, and
modelling can significantly improve monitoring performance. Satellite and cellular communications can
transmit data in real-time from the gauging station to
the internet. GIS-basedhydrological models can integrate
hydrological, meteorological,and elevation data to predict discharge and water quality across the river basin.
For remote and inaccessible areas, Vorosmarty et al.
(1999)propose the developmentof a hydrologically-oriented satelliteto monitor river stage,surfacevelocity,and
width. Using imaging radar and/or doppler lidar sensors,
the satellite would measurethe surface height of inland
water bodies with an accuracyof 5-10 cm and river surface velocity with an accuracyof 20 cm per second,with
a frequency of three to sevendays. The data would be
made freely available in near real-time to counteract the
deterioration of terrestrial monitoring networks, data
commercialisation, and long delays in proc-essing and
distribution. But however advanced the technology. an
adequate ground network is still required to calibrate
these remotely sensedmeasurements.

Conclusions

The future management of water must emphasize demand management, efficiency improvements and conMany countries reject the principle of free data ac- servation. This requires increasingly sophisticated incess.Someindustrialised countries have introduced leg- formation on the functioning of the hydrological sysislation that would restrict the open accessthat the re- tem and how it is affected by water management decisearchcommunity has traditionally enjoyed.In response, sions. To this end, the Earth systems science commuthe International Union of Geodesyand Geophysics,the nity canprovide valuable insight into an important comInternational Association of Hydrological Sciences,and ponent of the analysis, namely, a quantitative descripthe World Meteorological Organization have all passed tion of the terrestrial water cycle.The analysis presented
resolutions calling for the free and unrestricted accessto here suggeststhat when socio-economic and biophysihydrological data (compare Sect.C.3.4).In lessdeveloped cal datasetsare linked in a relatively high resolution setcountries,data accessis primarily limited by high prices, ting, we see an even more urgent picture of potential
which are justified on the basis of recovering operating vulnerability in world water resources than previously
costs.As a result, fewer data are available to analystsand acknowledged.The challenge will be to harmonise the
policy-makers in developing countries to design and information needs of the two communities, that is of
implement the new policies they need to cope with wa- the natural sciencesand the social sciences.The Earth
ter scarcity.
systemsmodelling community provides high-resolution
datasets on water availability which transcend political
boundaries, a reflection of the integrative nature of the
water cycle. While our knowledge of water supply conThe Promise of New Technologies
tinues to require improvement, our knowledge of popuIdeally, a hydrological monitoring system will generate lation distribution and water use statistics is arguably
a real-time, continuous stream of discharge measure- much more primitive. In many countries,there has been
ments from selectedlocations in the river basin. In prac- no census for over a decadeand water use statistics for
tice, this goal is not attained: stage, not discharge, is several countries are many years old. Investment in hymeasured (discharge is inferred from stage using a set drological monitoring and analysis should be balanced

access.

I
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with increased support for socio-economic data collection. Socio-economists are well advised to adopt such a
"boundary-free" perspective by standardising, both intra and internationally, the datasets necessaryto quantify the drivers of water withdrawal and consumption.
Finally, identification of water vulnerability will be based
on vigilance and scientific hydrology. With international
support, governments should seekto upgrade and extend their hydrological monitoring systems using the
most cost-effective data collection, communication and
analysis technologies available.
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E.6.2 Water Resourcesin the Lake Erhai Basin,China
Introduction

One of the most critical concerns facing both the national and local governments in China is the environmental degradation associated with rapid economic
development. Chinese governments have been in the
process of designing region-specific environmental
regulations, but the decision-making processrequires a
sound understanding of the significant drivers of regional environmental problems and the effects of policy
changes on different sectors and decision variables. One
sector that has drawn considerable interest is water resources; in particular, the impact of economic development on water resources and how these impacts are
modified by other factors such as climatic variation and
change.
The Lake Erhai basin provides an illustration of the
integrated impacts of several factors,including weather,
on water resources.The basin is host to agricultural and
industrial production, a net-cage fishery, forestry and
tourism, but its water resources are also required for
municipal water and navigation. The rapid economic
development and population growth of recentyears has
been accompanied by increased amounts of water pollution due to industrial wastewater emission, eutrophication in Lake Erhai due to nutrients from runoff and
the fishery, and soil erosion due to deforestation. In order to address these concerns, a research project entitled "Integrated Environmental Planning for Sustainable
Development in the Lake Erhai basin" was undertaken
between 1996-1998 with support from the United Nations Environmental Programme.
The Lake Erhai basin is located at 25°25'-26°10' N
and 99°32' -100°27' E and covers an area of 2565 km2
within the jurisdiction of Yunan Bai National Autonomous Prefecture, China (Fig. E.16). Lake Erhai has an
approximate area of 250 km2, an averagedepth of 10.2m
and a storage volume of 28.2 x 108m3.There are 117rivers and streams that drain into Lake Erhai, mostly from
the north through several smaller lakes and which drain
into the Mizu, Luoshijiang and the Yunganjiang Rivers
and from the east.The Xier River is the only river flowing out of the lake and is the river most affected by industrial discharge. The basin also includes mountains,
hills and alluvial plains. Land useincludes forest (44.7%),
grassland (20.3%), farmland (14.5%), human habitat
(2.7%), abandoned land (1.7%),transportation (0.5%),
and water bodies occupy 9.5%of the basin.
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The vulnerability
assessment diagram has been
modified for this region and expanded to eight subsystems -population, agriculture, industry, tourism, water
resources, pollution control, water quality and forestryand their interrelations (Fig. E.l]). For example, industrial development brings economic benefits but also consumes raw materials from forestry and agriculture and
discharges wastewater into the Xier River. A system dynamics (SD) approach was used to model the interactions between the various components in the Lake Erhai
basin. The relationships were quantified using Professional Dynamo Plus.
The governments that are involved want to consider
how limits to economic development would impact on
water quality and quantity, the sensitivity of these impacts to variations in weather and then determine an appr<?priate economic development policy. A vulnerability
assessment was used to assess the impact of four different economic development policies on the available water resources in the Lake Erhai basin and the impact of
variable precipitation. The results indicated that continued high levels of economic development carry the greatest risks to water quality, runoff from agriculture would
become more of a threat under higher levels of precipitation, and a reduction in precipitation could lead to higher
levels of eutrophication. However, the high levels of uncertainty in some key variables will increase the difficulty of justifying any particular planning alternative.

Verification and Sensitivity Analysis
The ErhaiSD model was verified using data from 19901994for 14variables.While the errors for most variables
arequite low,the discrepanciesbetweenactual and simulated total industrial output are as high as 18% in one
year and for industrial COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) discharge the discrepancieswere as high as 40%
in 1994.Theseerrors could be attributable to a number
I Dffactors. Important relationships may be missing from
1the model, or the relative weights of different relationships may be incorrect. A sensitivity analysis was used
Ito examine the contributions of the model's parameters.
A concept of sensitivity is defined as follows:

] /[

SQ=
Q(t)

~

X(t) ]I

(E.])

where t is time, Q(t) denotes the state at time t,X(t) representsthe parameter, SQis the sensitivity of Qto X, and dQ( t)
and M(t) represent the increments in Q and X at time t.
In assessing the sensitivity, 19variables and 27 parameters were analysed. Each parameter was increased and
decreased by 10% every four years from 1994 to 2010. The
model was relatively invariable to these changes except
for industrial COD discharge (ICODT) which was very
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sensitive to several population parameters.To assessthe
seriousness of the problems with ICODT, planners,
policy-makers and industrial stakeholdersmust agree on
an acceptable uncertainty for this variable. If the model
uncertainty is much higher than the acceptableuncertainty, then this decision variable should only be used in
a restricted manner (ICODT increasesor decreasesrelative to the previous time step) or not be used at all.

VulnerabilityAssessment
The ErhaiSD model was run for a period of 15years with
1996identified asthe year for generating alternative sce-

narios. The simulation exerciseincluded a baserun (BR)
and three alternative scenarios (~I-A3), provided by
local authorities basedon a previou~ planning study (Wu
et al. 1997),balancing economic and environmental objectives (1),emphasising industrial growth (2) and emphasising increasing water pollution control. The results
are presented for gross industrial output (PlOT), industrial wastewater generation (ISWT), industrial COD
emission and water pollution index (Fig. E.18a-d). The
model suggeststhat water pollution will be reduced in
all three alternatives.Alternative 2 will result in marginally higher amounts of economic growth than Alternative 1,yet with much larger amounts of industrial discharge. The COD concentrations could be reduced by
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50% through the development of regional wastewater
treatment systems;the best improvement occurs in Alternative 3 due to the lower amounts of COD discharge.
Alternatives 1 and 3 produce substantially lower
amounts of industrial discharge,but control of this variable is not sufficient as all of the alternatives contribute
a similar amount of total dissolved N and P. Although
Alternative 3 emphasizesagriculture, the amounts of total dissolved Nand P in the back-flowing irrigation water (NAWUR and PAWUR)were only marginally higher
than Alternatives 1 and 2.

creasedsurface runoff, soil eroision and in-lake turbulence. In the dry scenario the N and P loadings are much
lower. However,eutrophication could still be a problem
due to intense sunlight and higher temperatures as occurred in August and Septemberof 1996,for example,
when the algae count and the COD reached their highestlevels in ten years,most likely due to strong thermal
stratification and weak dispersion.

Conclusion

The Lake Erhai basin's water suppliesare vulnerable to a
wide range of factors including the weather.The ErhaiSD
model suggeststhat choosing an alternative management
In addition to the direct discharge of industrial waste procedure,which balanced industrial growth with enviand nutrients, water quality is closely related to precipi- ronmental concernsor one that favours agriculture,could
tation and runoff. To assessthe vulnerability of the ba- reduce industrial discharge.This is particularly imporsin to seasonalweather variability -and perhaps climate tant under a scenarioof reducedprecipitation, asthe COD
change -three precipitation scenarioswere considered, levels are inverselyproportional to water quantity. All of
corresponding to dry, average and wet seasons in the ~ the planning alternatives were similar in terms of total
region. Table E.3a-c presentthe impacts of the three pre- dissolved Nand P,but this could be reducedthrough incipitation scenarios on the Xier River, for the three plan- creasing the forest coverage.The model suggestedthat
ning alternatives, before and after the installation of N and P levelswere proportional to water quantity, but it
wastewater treatment. The COD concentration is high- did not reflect the potential for eutrophication under a
est under the dry scenario, even with treatment facili- scenario of reduced precipitation.
Theseresults are problematic for planners in that any
ties.
An additional simulation was conducted using the precipitation scenario that deviates from averagecondithree precipitation scenarios under the assumption of tions will worsen water quality. The industrial discharge
increasing forest coverage.The results are presented for would have to be controlled through additional wasteAlternative 1 only, as the impacts were similar across all water treatment and/or reduced industrial growth. If the
three alternative futures (Table E4a-c). Under the wet future weather were to favour a drier precipitation rescenario, the Nand P loadings are increased due to in- gime, the region's developmentplan could be altered to
Vulnerability to Weather
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TableE.3. COD(Chemical OxygenDemand) concentration in the Xier Riverbefore and after wastewatertreatment processes
Alternative 1
before

Alternative 2

after

before/after

before

Alternative 3

after

before/after

before

after

before/after

1.19

a Averageseason
1998

73.02

63.14

1.2

91.76

78.85

1.16

73.23

61.72

2001

76.24

59.17

1.29

101.36

77.46

1.31

74.8

54.06

1.38

2004

81

56.9

1.42

104.42

70.2

1.49

76.04

47.21

1.61

2007

87.66

56.21

1.56

109.53

66.24

1.65

79.12

43.62

1.81

2010

91.89

55.1

1.67

112.08

60.94

1.84

79.77

38.56

2.07

97.53
99.72

81.77

1.19

71.22

1.40

b Dry season
1998

97.16

83.63

1.16

122.85

105.19

1.17

2001

101.59

78.16

1.30

136.14

103.32

132

2004

108.04

74.91

1.44

140.30

93.24

1.51

101.31

61.67

1.64

2007

117.18

73.80

1.59

147.41

87.66

1.68

105.48

56.49

1.87

2010

123.09

72.25

1.70

151.03

80.33

1.88

106.40

49.44

2.15

c Wetseason
1998

61.68

53.49

1.15

77.19

66.50

1.16

61.83

52.3

1.18

2001

64.39

50.26

1.28

85.15

65.38

1.30

63.15

46.00

137

2004

68.37

48.44

1.41

87.73

59.43

1.48

64.24

40.41

1.59

2007

73.94

47.80

1.54

91.98

56.26

1.641.81

66.87

37.57

1.78

2010

77.43

47.08

1.64

94.07

51.89

67.41

33.43

2.02

TableE.4.
Simulation results for Alternative 1 for normal, dry and wet

season

1998

2001

2004

2007

2010

44.7

50.5

56.2

62.0

67.7
0.25

a Normal season
Forest coverage (FCR)(%)
N concentration in Lake Erhai (mgl-"

0.31

0.30

0.28

0.27

P concentration in Lake Erhai (mg I-"

0.0272

0.0265

0.0254

0.0251

0.0241

b Dry season
Forest coverage (FCR)(%)

44.7

50.5

56.2

62.0

67.8

N concentration in Lake Erhai (mg I-"

0.28

0.27

0.26

0.24

0.23

P concentration in Lake Erhai (mg I-"

0.026

0.0255

0.0245

0.0244

0.0235

c Wetseason
44.7

50.5

N concentration in Lake Erhai (mg I-"

0.32

0.31

0.29

0.28

P concentration in Lake Erhai (mg I-"

0.0279

0.0272

0.026

0.0256

Forest coverage (FCR)(%)

allow for more industrial growth, although it should be
noted that industry requires significant amounts of water that might not be readily available. However, the
amount of industrial dischargeis the one variable that is
highly uncertain in ErhaiSD. Without knowing the acceptablelevel of uncertainty, it is difficult to usethe model
as the sole basis for controlling industrial growth. Becauseof the high degreeof uncertainty there are risks in
accepting the model as a basis for controlling industrial
discharge. This case study did not explicitly account for
climatic uncertainties in the decision, an analysis which
is presented in Bass et al. (1997>.

56.2

62.0

67.7
0.26
0.0245

Changming Liu

E.6.3 Yellow River: Recent Trends
Physicaland Hydrological Characteristics
The YellowRiver, or Huang He, the second largest river
in China, is known for its high silt content. It originates
from the Yueguzongliebasin,being about 4700 m in elevation on the north side of the Bayankala Mountain in
the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau.It flows acrossnine provinces
from westto eastand, finally, it entersthe Bo Sea(part of
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TableE.6. Statistical data of sedimentyields after Chen et at.(1998)(empty spacesin the table areunmeasuredvalues)

by year. The pollution of the Yellow River has become
worse which has been attributed to different reasons
with mining one of the main sources (Ongley 2000).
In Summer 1998, a water quality assessment was
performed, based on monitoring data of 69 segments
(26 of mainstream, 43 of tributaries) with a total length
of 7158 km in the Yellow River basin. The result illustrates the water problem of the Yellow River,i.e. refJects
the serious degradation of the extensively used waters:
grade! I-III made up only 26.1%,grade IV made up
38.6%,grade V made up 13.0%of the total length. The
most seriously polluted water is unsuitable for any use,
and does not even get a grade as it is inferior to grade V.
22.3%of the total length belonged to this category,that
is below grade V. This means of the total length of the
river with polluted water, i.e. belonging to grade IV, V
and even worse than V, was 73.9% of the total length
assessedin Juneto September1998.Comparing the water
quality of 1998with that of 1985,the length of river with
water quality worse than grade III hasincreasedby 58.8%.
The long periods of low flow and drying-up in the
lower reach of the Yellow River have led the wetland areas in the delta to decrease.The groundwater table has
declined without enough fresh water recharge and the
salinisation area has increased. The water environment
of the wetland has changed and threatened the life of
hundreds of wild plants and 180kinds of birds. It is damaging the biological diversity of the delta.

chapter was supported by the Chinese Key Project:G19990436-01

Roland E. Schulze
E.6.4 Examples of Hazard Determination and Risk
Mitigation from South Africa
The Approach, the Hydrological
Databases Used

Model and the Spatial

This section illustrates some of the conceptsof risk, hazard and vulnerability within a context of hydrological
risk management as described in Chapt. E.5,using examples from South Africa, defined here as the contiguous area of 1267681km2 made up of the nine provinces
of the Republic of SouthAfrica plus the landlocked Kingdoms of Lesotho and Swaziland. The country/regional
scale is chosento identify regions of similar hydrological hazard levels and thereby to distinguish between
areas of higher and lower potential hydrological risk.
Sucha comparative view is important from the perspective that risk managementis a national/regional responsibility and that this analysis may assist in identifying
target areas for potential priority attention. Many of the
hazard/risk indices presented by way of maps are in the
! In China,the water quality is classifiedin five grades,in descend- form of ratios, rather than as absolute values,to highing order from the highest quality (I) to the poorestone (V).
light sensitive areas on a relative scale.
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E.6.4 .Examples

of Hazard Determination

A regional analysis requires a hydrological model to
be operated with suitable hydrological spatial databases.
The hydrological model selectedwas the ACRUagrohydrological modelling system (Schulze 1995,and see
Sect.D.2.6.6.2),developed in SouthAfrica for catchment
scale simulation of runoff components, sediment yield,
reservoir yield, irrigation supply/demand and crop yield
analysis,and containing routines for the assessmentof
land use/managementas well as climate impacts on hydrology. ACRU is a widely verified physical-conceptual
and daily time step simulator operating on a multi-layer
soil water budget described in detail in Schulze (1995).
The ACRU model has been widely verified at catchment
scale,both in SouthAfrica under a range of hydro climatic
and physiographic conditions (e.g.Schulze1995)and elsewhere (e.g. in the USA, in Germany and Zimbabwe).
For the production of South Africa scalemaps shown
in this chapter, quality controlled daily rainfall for the
concurrent 44-year period 1950-1993was input for each
of the 1946 Quaternary catchments which have been
delineated for South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland. For
each Quaternary catchment other atmospheric parameters (e.g. daily maximum and minimum temperatures;
A-pan equivalent reference potential evaporation) were
also input, aswere hydrological soil parameters. For purposes of producing comparative hydrological hazard
maps, land cover was assumed to be grassland in fair
hydrological condition (i.e. 50-75% cover).

of General Hydrological

Hazard Indices

To set the scene, Fig. E.20 (top) shows mean annual
precipitation (mm), which characterises the long-term
quantity of available water to a region, to display a general westward decrease,with relatively low mean annual
precipitation -a first indication of a largely semi-arid
climate and potentially high risk natural environment.
A simple aridity index expressed as the ratio of mean
annual potential evaporation to mean annual precipitation (Fig. E.20, middle) emphasizes the hazard of hydrological semi-aridity, because it amplifies the effects
of a low mean annual precipitation when that is evaluated in association with the region's high atmospheric
demand. The aridity index is an already high 2-3 where
mean annual precipitation is > 600 mm, increasing to
> 10and even> 20 in the west. A consequencelargely of
the high aridity index is that the conversion ratios of
rainfall to runoff over most of South Africa are exceptionally low (Fig. E.20, bottom) with, overall, only 9% of
rainfall manifesting itself as runoff. These low runoff
ratios, simulated with the ACRU model (Schulze 1995),
result in a high hydrological vulnerability over much of
the region.

and Risk Mitigation

from South Africa
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Example of a "Deprivation" Event, Hydrological
Uncertainty and of Variable Sensitivity:
The 1982/3 EI Nino Event over South Africa

The 1982/1983EI Nino was one of the most severeexperienced over South Africa. The manner in which such
an event impacts on different hydrological responsesis
illustrated in Fig. E.21.Observed rainfall and simulated
runoff and rechargeinto the groundwater zone through
the soil profile are all expressedas ratios of their respective long-term (1950-1993)median values. For much of
the region the EI Nino season'srainfall was 60-75% of
the median,however,with sizeableareasreceiving within
the range of expectedrainfalls (i.e. 75-125%)while some
others received only 20-60% of the norm (Fig. E.21,top).
The corresponding runoff responsesdisplay much more
complex patterns spatially and in the range of ratios.
Much of the region yielded only 20-60% of the longterm runoff (Fig. E.21,middle), with considerable areas
generating < 20% of the expected runoffs. This shows
clearly once more the intensifying effects of the hydrological cycle on rainfall perturbations, as well as the dependence of hydrological responses not only on total
rainfall amounts, but also on individual events,rainfall
sequences and antecedent catchment wetness conditions, i.e. on the hydrological uncertainty created by meteorological and catchment conditions.
Some hydrological processesand responses display
higher sensitivities, and thus higher potential vulnerabilities, than others. This is illustrated by the recharge
to groundwater during this EI Nino event, which was
impacted evenmore severelythan runoff (Fig. E.21,bottom). Generally only 0-20% of the expected recharge
was simulated to take place, the reason being that a
higher threshold has to be reached for recharge to commence than for stormflow to start occurring.
~

Example of an "Assault" Event as an Index of
Potential Vulnerability and Stochasticity by
Quantitatively Defined Endpoints in Regard to
Depth, Duration, Frequencyand Area Affected
Episodic flood generating events display considerable
stochasticity (i.e. unknowable randomness). As an index of potential vulnerability, the flood hazard example
presented below asan "assault" eventillustrates the relative spatial differences over South Africa between the
severity of the 1: 50 year I-day flood-producing rainfall,
and consequent runoff, compared with what could be
considered the annual expected I-day values,i.e. the 1:2
year event.Ratios of 1: 50to 1: 2 year rainfalls are generally between 2 and 4 (Fig. E.22, top), with lower ratios
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Fig.E.23.
Ratios of "short" (1972-1993)
to "longer" (1950-1993)design
rainfall and runoff in South
Africa for the 50-yearreturn
period I-day event (from
Schulze2001)

fall (Fig. E.23,bottom). The importance of record length
can therefore not be overemphasized, particularly in
light of the worldwide trend, certainly in developing
countries and evident also in South Africa, of declining
hydrometeorological recording networks.

Much of South Africa's natural grassland (veld) has
recently been shown to be heavily over-utilised (Hoffman et al.1999).Hydrologically, the degradation through
overgrazing of veld from good to poor condition, with
its reduction in vegetal cover from> 75% to < 50%,
implies enhanced stormflows through reduced interception, evaporation and transpiration potentials as
well as infiltrability, shortened catchment lag times
Example of Secondary Hazard Modification Through
which increased peak discharges and greater exposure
Land-use Practices: The Case of Grazing Management
to soil erodibility through removal of mulch and shorter
Land-use practices have already been shown to playa
drop fall heights. Thesevariables were changed for each
significant role in long-term average hydrological re- of the 1946 Quaternary catchments covering South Afsponses(cf. Mgeni Case Study,Chapt. D.n, but perhaps rica in ACRU model simulations of stormflows, peak
evenmore dramatically so atthe extremities of frequency discharges and sediment yield to reflect veld in good v.
distributions (e.g.Schulze1989,2000).An exampleof sec- poor management condition. Figure E.24 (top) shows
ondary hazard modification by manipulating land-man- that annual stormflows from veld in degraded condiagementpractices is given below.
tion are generally 1.5-2.5times as high as those from
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Fig. E.24.
Ratiosof annual stormflows
(top) and sedimentyields (bottom)in SouthAfrica from veld
in poor v. good hydrological
condition (from Schulze2001)

~Ro/n~.~

Fig. E.25.
Example of simple benefit
analysis of seasonalrunoff
forecastsover South Africa
(after Schulzeet al. 1998)

Forecasted
c/ima!9
."WIn"
f8sulrs in situation

.No
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I ."lose"
0

No data

situation

I
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Fig.E.26.
Schematicillustration of the
reduction of uncertainty in a
reservoir operation through
application of forecasting

techniques

With forecast!
Without forecast:

veld under good management. When converted to sediment yields, however, the factor difference becomes
2.5-7.5 times, and even> 7.5times (Fig. E.24, bottom),
clearly illustrating how a hazard, in this case stormflow
and especiallysediment yield, can be modified positively
by good grazing management and/or rehabilitation of
overgrazed lands.

Example of Vulnerability Modification
Seasonal Forecasting of Runoff

through

Vulnerability modification is a form of risk mitigation
which includes, inter alia, assessingthe benefits of forecasting streamflows for the rainy seasonahead.Statistically derived categorical seasonalrainfall forecasts four
months ahead are made for eight regions of South Africa by the South African Weather Service,for three categories,i.e. "above average","near average"and "below
average"seasonalrainfalls. If seasonalrainfall forecasts
were a random process, such three-category forecasts
would be correct 33% of the time. If seasonalcategorical rainfall forecasts are "translated" into seasonalrunoff forecasts,these could become very valuable reservoir operations and irrigation application planning tools
for water resourcesmanagers.Seasonalcategoricalrainfall forecasts for the eight forecast regions in South Africa were downscaled to daily rainfall valuesusing techniques described in Schulze et al. (1998b) for application with the ACRUmodelling systemto over 1500Quaternary catchments in South Africa. A simple benefit
analysis of forecasting skill was undertaken, in which a
"win" was recorded if, for the historical seasonalrainfall forecast,the simulated seasonalrunoff was closer to
the runoff simulated with actual historical rainfall than
the median seasonal runoff, while a "loss" was recorded
when median runoff was closer to the actual than the
forecast runoff. "No difference" implies forecasted and
median runoffs within 5% of one another. Figure E.25
illustrates that, when excluding three seasonsout of 15
for which the rainfall forecast accuracy proved 100%

Uncertainty
Reduction

wrong, i.e. 1981/1982,
1987/1988and 1990/1991,most of
southern Africa scores more "wins" than "losses". The
impacts of short term climate perturbations suchas the
EI Nino phenomenonhave alreadybeenillustrated. This
forecastanalysis indicates that even at the current level
of seasonalforecast accuracy(around 62%if the 3 worst
forecasts in 15are omitted) these can potentially be
"translated" into an operational tool for water resources
managers which could prove statistically more accurate
than the current practice of forecasting based on historical expected,i.e. median, runoffs with wide uncertainty bands,as shown in Fig. E.26.

Are Certain Areas in South Africa Hydrologically
More Sensitive than Others to the Individual Forcing
Variables of Climate Change?

Figure E.2?illustrates the relative sensitivities on mean
annual runoff of dT (assumedto be a uniform increase
of 2 °C over southern Africa) and M (changed through
-10% to +10% of the present). In each case the other
two variables are held constant at present levels when
running the daily ACRU model. The hydrological system is relatively insensitive to temperature changesthat
affect evaporation and hencerunoff. The increaseof 2 °C
reduces mean annual runoff over most of summer
rainfall areas in SouthAfrica by only 5% (Fig. E.2],top).
However, in the south-west winter rainfall region, the
responseto temperature becomes more dramatic, with
a 2 °C increase by itself producing a simulated reduction in mean annual runoff in excessof 50%. The reasons for this are that under present climatic conditions
evaporationlossesthere are relatively low from the moist
soils in winter, but that with warming, fasterdrying soils
between rainfall events significantly reduce runoff. The
most significant sensitivity to climate change,however,
remains that due to rainfall, with changes by one unit
manifesting themselvesas runoff changesby a factor of
2to 5(Fig. E.2?,bottom),with the sensitivity more dominant in the extreme south-west.
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Fig.E.27.
Sensitivitiesto selectedatmospheric variables: Temperature
(top) and rainfall (bottom)
changeimpacts on mean annual runoff over SouthAfrica
(from Schulzeand Perks2000)
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Conclusions
This chapter has provided examplesof hydrological risk
from South Africa. The examples bring to the fore two
overarching issuesin hydrological risk management.The
first is the question of uncertainty in risk-related hydrological studies -uncertainties regarding meteorological
and catchment conditions now and in the future, and uncertainties around input data and uncertainties emanating from the models used in hydrological risk management. The second revolves around the recurring theme
of the hydrological system's potential for amplifying
perturbations of the climate drivers, predominately of
rainfall. It is the amplification and the uncertainty issues

which will need to be stressedto practitioners and managers of hydrological risk and vulnerability time and
again and to which researcherswill need to focus more
of their attention.
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CHAPTERE.7 .Conclusions

potable water than any of the climate change scenarios
created by the general circulation models. Brad Bassand
colleagues,and Changming Liu, documented the similar
importance (and threat) associatedwith increasingpopulation pressures in China. Roland Schulzeshowshydrological risks exemplified for South Africa with special
consideration of aridity and difficulties in management
practices due to uncertainties in the prediction of seasonal weather such as ENSO events. Tom Stohlgren and
colleagues document the range of threats to a pristine
park area,in which invasive exotic plant speciesand air
pollution are major threats. Other integrated assessments
are also taking place (Becker etal. 1999;Stohlgren 1999b,
and others). As shown in this chapter,the vulnerability

assessmentprocedure is a more inclusive evaluation
method than relying on scenarios at the start of an impact assessment.The scenario approachis only required
oncespecific environmental threats are recognised.Once
we identify environmental risk, the scenario approach
canbe used to determine if there is a possibility that the
threatcould be realised and,if possible,quantify the probability of the risk. Hutchinson showshow the strong topographic coherenceof weathercanbe usedto reducesome
of the uncertainty in constructing fine scale scenarios
and assessingvulnerability. Even without quantification
and the ability to predict the future, however,the vulnerability perspective provides useful information for
policy-makers (Sarewitz etal. 2000).
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